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LEGISLATURE

fitifm

Th Evening Cltlxen, In Advaaoe, M per rmr,
Delivered by Carriers, M ent
metrfh.

RELATIVES HAVE JOINED IN SENSATIONAL SUIT FOR
ACCOUNTING OF MARY BAKER EDDY'S GREAT FORTUNE NO VERDICT IN THAW

HARD AT ITS

LABORS
New Bills Introduced
In Each House and Several Old Ones Passed.

GOHiR

BE ATTORNEY

J::ff'f?fS-M--V'i-

M
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ROBERT

-

i ?iKs:
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ADJOURNED TO

TRIAL

MONDAY

Not Believed fie Will Again be Del mas Rested Case of DePut In Jeopardy on
fense and Jerome Had
the Same Charge
No Witnesses Ready.

TRIAlTbOUT

MOVER

GENERAL

Santa Fe. N. M.. Mar. 8. III the
council yesterdiiy the following bills
were introduced:
Council bill No. 84, by Mr. Spiess,
an act tiling the time for the holding
of court In the Fourth judicial district.
Council bill No. 83, by Mr. Spiess,
an act eatablshlng a scientific experi
ment farm and station, and for other
purposes. The bill provides for the
establishment of this farm In San Miguel county and carries an appropria
tion of 13,000.
Council bill No. 86, by Mr. Spess,
an act providing for the control of
tne mounted police. Referred to me
commltcee on territorial affairs.
Council bill No. 87, by Mr. Spiess.
an act providing for the sale of town
sites where title is vested In the probate Judge, etc. Referred to judiciary
committee.
Council bill No. 88. by Mr. Mar
tinez, tin act providing for the assess
ment of Bheep in the county In which
the owner resides. Passed the council
by a vote of eight to three.
Council bill No. 89, by Mr. Martinez, an act relative to exemption
from taxation up to 11,000 of the law
books of attorneys, Referred to the
committee on Judclnry.
Council bill No. 80, by Mr. Martinez, an act to exempt from the pro
visions of certain sections of the acts
of the 36th legislative assembly of
gas. lime, and nnplha, etc.
Council bill No. 81, by Mr. Martinez, an act relative to highways and
roads. Referred to the committee on
highways and roads.
Council bill No. 82, by Mr. Cameron, an act to repeal the sections of
the laws of 1905 relative to the
of coal oil. Referred to the
committee on Judiciary.
The council, upon motion of Mr.
Mlera, voted to reconsider house bill
No. 14, tabling the bill and then
passed the bill by unanimous vote.
This biU relates to combines and monopolies.
Council bill No. 68, extending the
time allowed the Woman's Board of
Trade of the city of Santa Fe for
building a library pnssed the council.
Council bill No. 35 an act for the
sale of estray animals, passed tne
councl.
Council bill No. 40, providing for
the encouragement of the breeding
of blooded animals, was tabled Indefinitely.
House J'lint resolution No. 6, relating to the disposition of the Old
Palace at Santa Fe, was referred to
the committee on finance.
A number of bills were received
from the house nnd referred to the
appropriate committees, after having
been read.
The council then went into executive session and confirmed the appointment of John Corbett of Demlng
and V. L. Lowe of Silver City as
members of the board of regents of
the New Mexico Normnl school at
Silver City.
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GEO. W. GLOVER, ONLY CHILD O
Mr. Glover leads lr. the court pe- Science to Its vitals. He, with his
daughter, visited Mr. Kddy January
2, and they charge that she is help-leIn the hands of a clique. They
also allege that the enormous Income
of the mother of "Science" is wrongfully withheld.
(leo. W. Glover was the son of Mrs.
Kddy by her first husband, who died
of yellow fever in 1884. The child
was born a few months after Its father death. The baby was given to a
sr

HA R

F M US. MARY HAK.KII EDDV.
fHmlly ln 4he vicinity, and Mrs. Glo- -

ver married again. The foster par
ents took the child west, where It was
brought up. He fought in the Civil
war, was wounded almost to death,
and after the rebellion went west
again and became a miner and prospector. He married, and his children, one of these a daughter. Joins
him In his suit. He was 35 when
his mother saw him since his babyhood. He Is not rich or even
but has a comfortable home at
well-to-d-

o,

10

TO JAIL ON CHARGE

Lead, S. D.

PRESIDENT

Head of the Tour Pacifies" Said to
Have Sought Conference to Learn

What the Government

In-

tends Doing to Him.
Washington, Mar. 8. "Can President Roosevelt and Edward H. Harri-ma- n
reach an agreement on the relationship of the federal government
to the railroads?" is the question that
has been raised by the visit of Mr.
Harriman to Washington, the purpose of which is now known.
IriRtead of coming here for a rest,
Mr. Harrlman's visit Is, perhaps, the
most important step he has taken
since he acquired operating control of
the Southern Pacific railroad, because
it may nave much to do with Mr.
Harrlman's continuance of control of
that corporation ln connection with
the Union Pacific.
Mr, Hairrlman
has been trying to reach an understanding with President Uoosevelt regarding the relations of the government to the railroads and to meet the
president on any ground which hi
may be willing to occupy for th betterment of railroad operations for tho
public ln case it is possible to reach
an agreement.
That Mr. Harriman should have
been willing to consult
with
president and offer concessions Is the
in
marked contrast with his attitude a
few months ago.
Overtures looking to a frank nnd full
talk about the entire railroad situa

tion were made today by Maxwell
Kvarts, counsel for Mr. Harriman,
who saw the president about noon
and made It clear to Mr. Koosevelt
that there were two sides to the railroad question and that Mr. Harriman
would be willing to meet him more
than half way.
President Koosevelt will have no
hesitation about meeting Mr. Harriman, although It is rather unusual
that a man under Investigation by orders of the president ror violating the
Interstate Commerce law and the
Sherman anil-trulaw should seek
an Interview. The president was not
ready to see Mr. Harriman
todav.
however, and it is probable a meeting
win De arranged in tne course of a
week.
lreslilcnt DenirH Engagement.
Washington, March 8. The president made no engagement for an Interview with K H. Harriman, it was
said at the while house today, but he
will be glad to see him at any time
he comes to Washington, Just as he
Is glad to see anyone else. Some days
ago Maxwell Kveretts, one of Harrlman's counsel, was at the white
house, and ln response to Inquiries
whether the president would see Harriman. was given to understand that
he would at any time.
st

IN' TIIE HOl'SE.
adopted
The house yesterday
a
resolution introduced by Mr. Walters,
governor
requesting the
to return
house bill No. 66, un act fixing the
time for holding the sessions of the
First Judicial district court, to the
house for amendments. The bill was
returned and referred to the committee on judiciary for action.
House bill No. 64, relative to the
bringing of tax suits; was recommitted to the judiciary committee.
House bill No. 63, relative to the
practioe of medicine, was tabled Indefinitely nnd a substitute bill passed.
House hill No. 163 was referred to
the committee on finance.
House bill No. 165, an act for the
settlement and adjustments of claims
h gainst
public ofticers, was passed
by the house.
House bill No. 72, relative to the
maintenance and construction of public highways. Passed the house.
House bill No. 1ST. was Introduced
by Mr. Ruppe, nn act to prevent insurance companies and agents from
granting rebates. Referred to the
committee on Insurance.
House bill No. 188, introduced by
Studley, an act relative to street
crossings. Referred to Judiciary committee.
House bill No. 8, relative to locating nnd surveying of public lands,
passed the house.
House bill No. 9S, relative to local
option, was tabled indenitely.
House bill No. 103, relative to expectoration on sidewalks and otto r
places, passed the house Willi amendNew York Mar.
con- - new upparatus was necessary
Music,
ments.
for th
House bill No. 126, relative to Jury vernation and telegraphic signals from- transmission of the voice and music
a
transsteamship
bay
were
in
the
,,er
service, pnssed the house.
the wireless by telephone.
lie
House bill No. 49, an act relative milted by wireless and heard through is using an oscillator of enormouslv
to annual reports by corporations, an ordinary telephone receiver In a high frequency of oscillation and the
was tabled indefinitely, and u substi- room in the top lloor of the Norman- - voice or music U made to increase or
die hotel this ufternoon.
decrease the intensity of the electric
tute bill passed the house.
Dr. Lea De Forest, Inventor of a voltage alTccting this oscillator.
House bill No. 60, relative to qualipubgave
wireless
telegraph
system,
a
of
passed
fication
ulers,
the huus', l'c
demonstration of apparatus for ( HAN'M:!., 'JT.WKIi SCIII'MI-- '
Mr. Beach dissenting.
the adaptation of the wireless melh- House bill No. 53, relative to side od
vwi.ij Hi. .AIJ..M). J..).
to
the telephone. Music was trans- walks, passed the house.
London, March 8. In the hou.'e
mitted by wireless from Telharmonie
House resolution .No. 11, relative to hall
"f
commons
today when the
and was plainly heard through a
and .Mexican archives, was
tunnel bill came up for tirst
and wireless receiver ln- d
adopted by the house.
'"g it was announced by the
in the hotel, a block away.
h
Council bill No. 52, granting to the
,llat
be
"uld
"j"1'8
"
withdrawn
for
same
telephone
the
the
city of Demlng a portion of a school operator
the l'eent. It is freely stated that
maiiipuatling
the Telhar- - ow
section fur cemetery purposes, passed monic appuratus
the opposition the project
Thirty-nint- h
In
the house.
nu'1
stages the chances
wlth 1,1 a"
street
what selections
Council bill No. 37, an act for the would beannounced
that it will be dually abandoned
asked u hen I lit. mil- protection of bridges, passed ttvi sic should plaved.
be started and stopped and '" a 'hort time. Lord Rotschtld to- house.
was distinctly heard ln Thirty-eight- h
""' announced that French caplta'-streHouse bill No. 11, relative to tax
by the several persons gather- - l"'4 were willing to advance the full
suits, was tabled Indelinltely and a ed to witness the test.
amount Iicces.-ar- y
fur the construe- bill passed.
That
of the work.
the
steamship's
lon
wireless
Council bill No. 69, an act relative should have cut in was un accident.
to the practice of dentistry, jiass.l Its apparatus happened to be attuned W OOIHU 11' S I I.S
I'Oli
in accord with that in the Normandie.
the house.
1IOMK 1 IIOM IKANCI:.
house
Mr. Holt then Introduced
Keeping their purpose a secret at:
Cherbourg, France. March 8. Tini-meresolution No. 16, providing for lh first, the Telh.irinonio hall manage- -'
and Dr. De Forest erected the "thy L. Woodruff. New York state
printing .f all bills without transla-iiiin- .
pole
on
top of the Shubert republican chairman sailed from here
uireless
This resolution was adopted.
At. other hill was introduced in the building in Thirty-nint- h
street and hist night on the Deulschlund for New
tilled up the receiving station in the York.
He visited all the priiilclual
house by Mr. Abbott, of Santa Ke
Normandie. This was a week avo. cities in Italy during his stav In th!s
t
xpei
were
imeiits
and
country und vj.- accompanied by his
made dally.
(Continued on pags five.)
it. l'c forest explained loday that wife.
I

SWEET MUSIC SENT OVER

LEGISLATURE

Boise. March 8. Attorney Hawley,
chief prosecutor of the state against
Moyer, Haywood and Pettlbone, offi
cials of the Western Federation of
Miners, said today at Caldwell, that
P.!?,Jn'1y.caJll,ed for
hid nuuuig ui
NEW MEXICO POSTMATERS
HIX'KIVK APPOINTMENTS
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 8. The
following postmasters have been
Engle, Sierra county, Anna
H. Baldwlne, vice W. L. Retch, resigned; Gran Qui vera, E. A. Dow, vice
Jerome Will lUU Evelyn
I. E. Dow; Mcintosh, Torrance county, R. O. Soper, vice C. H. Myers;
It was reported-arounthe crimMuth. .Guadalupe county. Geo.
W. inal court's building after the trial
had been adjourned today that EveFox," vice B. F. McLaughlin.
lyn Thaw has been subpoenaed by
Jerome to appear rs a witness for the
STREET CAR INJURES
prosecution ln rebuttal.
No verificaSEVEN PERSONS nADLY. tion of the report
could be obtained,
- St. Louts. March 8. A northbound however.
AeUefontaiue tttreet car umped. thi
(men. on uneroxee street loaay, colliding with a southbound car, veered
Jerome's object ln summoning her
and ran twenty feet upon the
as a witness is to extract from her.
It was almost totally wrecked If possible, information
anad seven passengers were serloui'y the letters White wrote her.concerning
She haa
injured.
Several others
receive! already declared on the stand that
minor Injuries.
she him none. May MacKensie waa
notified today to be on hand Monday
subject to the call of the prosecution.
MRS. FLETCHER WILL MAKE, f Mrs. J. J. Ciilne also hns been subpoenaed by Se district attorney.
PLEA Hill llltOTIIElt'S LIKE
ltoswell. N. M., Mar. 8. Mrs.
George Fletcher left for Sunta
EXHIBITION OF MA- Fe today to plead with Govern- CHIN FRY IN HOLLAND.or Hugerman to commute the
Amsterdam, March 8. Announ ladeath sentence of her brother,
ment was officially made today that
ltosarlo Kmillio, to life imprison- an International exhibition
mament Kmillio Is under sentence 4 chinery, mnchlne tools and of motor
of death at Lincoln, March 22,
cars will be held here In August and
for the murder of Antonlto c.i- September. The exhibition will be
rllla, a Mexican girl, two years 4 held by the society
for the advanceago.
a. net Mrs.
hns
Fletcher
ment of Industry, and will be ex'
tlon signed by hundreds of cltl- empted from Import duty, and es
xens and all five of the Amerl- - IT pecially law rates for transport are
ovAng granted Uy
while
T
1
9 W8S I
brn . J arrangements will thebe railroads,
li?i v
made by tin
'
government
to
bring
artisans from all
I
parts of H0nanj to tne exhibition.
f
d

Lansing, Mich., March 8.
Ualbraith, of Calumet, who
was absent yesterday when the house
passed the senate bid deslg.u.(4 io Invent the acuulsitlon of the Osceola.
Allouez and Centennial copper mines
ny me uaiumet & Hecla Mining Co.,
today made a desperate effort to have
the house recall the bill from the
governor. His motion to this effect
was tabled.
In a fierce denunciation of the bill
Oalbralth asserted that it was a pU'i
of tho Standard Oil Interests, who are
opposed to the Calumet & Hecla, to
block the latter company.
Ho said
that the Osceola stockholders had
chosen by an avalanche of proxies to
go under the Calumet & Hecla management Instead of the Standard Oil.
and declared that If the bill was not
recalled It would be reported In New
York that the Standard had "gobbled
up the Mlchigun legislature." He proMOltK TKOUllI.E l'Olt
'1'KEASl ItKIt WALKER. tested against the body being lo
Hartford. March 8 That Wm. F. branded.
Walker, defaulting treasurer of the
savings bank of New Britain, Is also I'OUTO lUCANS WANT IX)
OOVKltV TIIKMSKLVKS ALSO.
a forger to the extent of several thousand dollars, Is now assured, and the
San Juan, Porto Itlco, March 8.
grand Jury at Its session next Tues- The I'orto Kicans are desirous of
day will consider t hist charge.
Tlw having a native of tho island appointstute's attorney says he has posses- ed secretary of Porlo Klco to sucsion of evidence that Walker forged ceed Itegls Henri Post, who has been
notes payable to himself as treasurer appointed governor.
The house of
of the Connecticut Baptist conven- delegates today sent the following
tion, and by so doing was able to message to President Koosevelt:
cover up his stealings fur several
"The houso of delegates unaniyears.
mously requests you to appoint the
secretary of I'orto Itlco from among
the natives of I'orto ltlco, thus giving
us an opportunity to demonstrate our
In
ENGLISH PARLIAMENT ability
Such act
or justice will be gratefully receivad
by the whole country."

James Keir Hurdle. socialist.
h,r,ibill ,evreJ fa' f"u1t.,iri'ltprt's"- i
prowdes
shall have fratu hls. upon the sumo
now grant d
terms upon which i'.
to men.
The mi lit nt tactics of th
f
women suffragist-leient moiu.n
and their bold raid up m the house
of commons have n ven the queiitlJii
prominence which i! hitherto had not
attained.
The ho'.se was crowdel
when the debate ef the proposed
t only
measure began,
women
whoso good behavic was guaranteed
by members of par' iioeut were permitted to enter the illeiy.
The debate was n repetition of lh3
familiar argument-- ! for and agaiu-- t
female suffrage ,n' I there
wad a
complete dlvergeie
from the usu.il
party lines.
An ctempt was made
to close the
dlB. .s&lon,
but the
speaker declined to :ecept the motio i
and the opponents of the bill hell
the floor until 5 o'clock, when the
sitting closed automatically.
They
thus won the day,
litis practically
kills the bill for t). present session.
RAILWAYS Flt.111 THE
Ml.ssOl'RI LAW.
'I lie maximum
St. Louis, March
freight rate hearing was resumed t
(lay
before Spcciil Commissioner
Schoefield
In tin hearing a num
of
ber
railroad companies are endeavoring to have nude permament
I juie-ttothe temporary
Issued
against the enforcemoi.l of the maximum freight rate !. vv passed by thi
Missouri legislature during the session of 190a. The cas. - of different
railroads are being taK' ii up separately.
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read-stalle-

promo-Throug-
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San Francisco, March (. Abraham
Ruef again failed to appear in court
this morning,- w hen hiiAe wan called by Judge Dunne, tho coroner reporting inability to find the Indicted
attorney.
Assistant District Attorney Heney was examining the coroner
when S. M. Shortrldge, one of Ituet's
attorneys, objected to the question.
Judge Dunne ordered Shortrldge to
take his seat, but he refused.
Six
times the judge ordered the attorney
to sit down, and finally ordered the
bailiff to eject Shortrldge from the
room unless he sat down. Shortrldg;
Anally took his seat, hut kept on talk
ing and Dunne declared him guilty of
contempt and ordered him confined
In the county Jail
for twenty-fou- r
hours.
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SON OF PRESIDENT BETTER
BUT NO T OUT OE DANGER

.

two ln urazi1) for pVoved vaga-- ?
bondage and begging expulsion Is 1
8(, , 0 vl,i ed.
it is specified however,
f.vii,i
fj.rel.mnr f.nn.w,t
.lint
from Brazil who has lived two year
in the country, is married to a Brazilian or Is a person possessing reil
property in Brazil.
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SEVERAL MIAP.P
OF EAR
Kingston, March
several sharp, short
been felt here. Tin
led by a loud roai
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P1IILADELPII1
Al'TOISTK
hl.VTII ANNUAL HANCJl ET.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 8. Governor Stuart and Mayor Weaver we-- e
the guests of honor at the sixth annual banquet of the Automobile Club
of Philadelphia,
last night.
This
year's function eclipsed all former affairs of the kind ever arranged by
the club for besides a most sumptuous
dejeiieur
were
there
importai.t
speeches by the leading uutolsts In the
state.

OXESTION OF JAPANESE
IiOAN STILL UNDECIDED.
I'arls, March 8. The question of
the big Japanese loan Is still undecided. The situation is as follows:
M. Takashl, the Japanese
financial
audit, was nent from London tJ
Paris to float 1 125,000.000 In four per
ent, buing the rernaindf of the
IjO, 000,10)0 loan contemplated
at the
ciose of the war in 1905 for refunding
operations, and of which only one-haM. Takashl
was then Issued.
found the London financier too exacting on account of tho stringency and
not disposed to pay more than the
current quotation
of Imperial 4s
about iS. The l'aris and Brussells
bankers were more favorably disposed anil better terms seemed possible, but under the circumstances
the question arose as to whether It
IHK K
would not be better to Issue hi at
I'Htl'AKE FELT. par for relieving the 6s. No decision
s. Since Monday has been reached.
Competent Japeai llcjuukes hae anese sources Insist there has been
aeeompau no check in the negotiations here,
v
ig noise.
but rather tha contrary.
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TREASURER WALKER BOTH
PORTO RICANS ASK
FORGER AND DEFAULTER
native

C:..l!

K

,

!

Would Not Sit Down When Such Charge Was Made by a
Ordered by Court to do so.
Member of the Same
Ruef Not Found.
In Fiery Speech.

MOYFK MAY 1IF,
ABOUT MIDDLE OF APRIL

BRAZILIAN ALIENS LAW
liOES into FFiiarr.
Rio de Janeiro, March 8. The new
l.'iw relating
to the admission it
-- The
London, March
women s uiiens anu residence or foreigners n
" wmcn
,
came up .,.,.
enfranchisement bill
- i e i. iiv,i ,
...
t r,,i,iui iiiai an
for second reading ii. the house today alien
may
Ura-.l- l
expelled
be
from
,
by
and which was Introduced
Dickin.
V
,ln
"f,1 , , T."
sot. liberal although pmrtlcally blen- - Ar
. VV

Apparatus of a Steamship Lying in New
York Bay Is Utilized in a Novel and
Highly Successful Experiment
by Expert Electricians.

"'

Attorney Delmas announced upon the
opening of court, that the defense had
concluded its testimony. Jerome stated
that he had no witnesses read te
proceed with ln rebuttal, and at hi
request the adjournment was taken.
The action was not unexpected, for
Delmas served notice late yesterday
upon District Attorney
afternoon
Jerome that the defense had abandoned the plan of calling two more
experts. Jerome did not consider the
notification official, and so came Into
court this morning prepared to listen
to more testimony as to Thaw's unsound mind. Immediately after the
case had been called, Delmas arnee
and announced: "The defense rests."
Jerome then asked for adjournment
until Monday.
"When the court adjourned
late
Wednesday evening," said Jerome, "I
hail no reason to expect other than
that I would be confronted this morning by experts who would be called
to answer
liypothetlcal
question,
which Delmas was to frame, extemporaneously. Yesterday evening, however, McPIke, called upon me with a
letter from Delmas
that tho
defense would call "nmor. witnesses
Under the circumstances I must ask
for adjournment, I have no witnesses
avalluble today,"..-- ' Delmas had no objections
and Fiti-geraordered
the adjournment.
Jerome said evidence In rebuttal
should be in by Wednesday, and the
case ought to go to the Jury Friday.

ON FEMALE SUFFRAGE

THE WIRELESS TEIEP00NE

K

New York. Mar. 8. The trial of
K. Thaw today was adjourned
until Monday morning at 10:80. after

Harry

op

TRIAIj

HAVE GOBBLED UP

-

HIT

IN SIGHT

SPEEDYJND

e

IN WASHINGTON
TO

APRIL

Wallace. March 8. The iurv ln the
of Steve Adams, charged with
the murder of Fred Tyler, after 82
oours or aeuneratlon, announced a
disagreement last night, standing six
to sdx. and was discharged bv tha
Judge.
Probably Not Tried Again.
The state asserts that Steve Adams
will be tried again, presumably at the
October term; but the opinion expressed here Is that he never again
will be tried on the chara-of mur
dering Fred Tyler He will probably
MISS MARY IlAKKIt GliOVKH.
to
In
te
taken
a few days to
Caldwell
Slio in tlio granddaughter of the "Mother of Christian Sclonoo," being testify In the trial of Moyer, Haythe daughter of Mrs. Eddy's only child, tJco. W. Glover, Slio Joins bur wood and Pettlbone, and In case thev
fat her ami cousin in the suit for an accounting.
are convicted, he may be later tried
as an accessory. The trial Just concluded cost the county about $25,000,
to which must be added the expense
by the state and by the Western
ATTORNEY
RUEF'S
SENT STANDARD OIL IS SAID born
Federntlon of Miners, which provided
for Adams' defense.

OF CONTEMPT

1

OF

cae

I7 '

'J,

NOW THAT A

THOUGHT

Adams Will be Taken There as Evelyn Thaw. May McKenzIe and
Witness Against Federation
Mrs. Cain to be Called by
of Labor Leaders.
Prosecution Next Week.

JrJi

y..

IS

TRIAL

STEVE ADAMS

'

ft

v

MAY

Direful Report That Representa
tive Ruppe Will Speak no
More This Session.
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ARCHIE ROOSEVELT,
(JC'ARA.NTI

N

i;ii

IIIIKB

SON

IN THE U III

asnirigton, March 8 The c n
of Archie Koosevelt, son of
who Is suffering from a severe attack of diphtheria, is more encouraging this morning than at .1.'
time In the Ua eighteen liovrs.
though tho patient still u in a
ical condition.
The reate.--t aiixi-Is felt by the doctors over the w.-.heart condition of the patient, and
lr. Lambert Is administer). ig h .u I
M'

IE

nn: pi:r.siii:NT. who
of
1101 m. w n n
Dii'iri

111

ui

Is

.

slioiul.int i to prevent another slaking well
Secretary I.ocb Issued an
otlicl.il stalelllellt at
O'clock thi
IIINl,'. .IS loiloiVS.
"i "h ieia ns report this
iiiornlng
that Archie Koo,-vtd- t
hud a good
d
nlxlit .1!
his londiiion is most giati- r.MIIK'
h is been A It, I
Tile pr 'Sid.-l'the, patient freqi.-inlexercising
piecaui-.ois the pluslciuuM a
l

v.

to .:;:'e tion "

-

Fill DAY, MARCH' Si IMT,

PARE TWO.
men who have recently visited the
property believe that the company
has one of the bet showing for
Whit?
quirk results In the district.
cleaning out the old shaft, which had
In, miners discovered an old
Tke Citizen Publishing Company caved
crosscut about fifty feet from th
surface.
It had been covered by
Maw4 ! PwtofflM for tmtmlMlM Uirw tha shnft timbers several years ago an t
these timbers, which had rotted, wer
being replaced when the discovery
was made.
Tho crosscut Is only
twenty feet long, but It cuts ft vein
of high grade ore, about four feet

would to follow him. At the church
door he made up a company of 800
men, and with this handful he went
through the war, becoming colonel,
then brigadier general, and finally major general. His statue has been
placed In the national hall In Washington by the state of Pennsylvania.
Ills brother, Frederick A. Muhlenbera
was president of the convention which
nn tried ino constitution of the united
States. Inter ho was made speaker
of the first and third congresses, and
It was his deciding vote, in the memorable deadlock of April 29, 1796,
which made the Jay treaty operative.
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GERMANS
AMERICA

wide.

The discovery of the old working
a cause of considerable comment
among old mining men who are ao- quanlted with that section. No one
seemed to have known of It, evi?n From Early Days of Settlethose who sold the property being unaware of the crosscut. It was later
ment Down to PresentTIme
recalled that Tom Reinhart, who
committed suicide several years ago
Among the Foremost
had formerly worked the mine for
silver and had taken ft considerable
nuantitv of ore from the small cross
rut. The ore ran Into copper, but
the extremely low price then of the HAVE BEEN GERMANS
red metal made Its mining there pro
hibitive and the mine was abandoned.
It Is evident that the entire vicinBY BIRTH OR DESCENT
A few
ity Is heavily mineralized.
days ago ore In good quantity was
discovered In blasting Into tho fool-wa- ll
twenty feet from the surface, to
The mine ia First to Come was Peter Minncu It
Install new timbers.
expected to start shipping soon after
In 1626. and Now They Numthe arrival of the steam hoisting
plant, which has been ordered.
ber Fully 12 000.000.
APPROPRIATIONS MARK
IJY t'OMiltKSS 1'OR V 1'. Alt.
(Ity
Washington, D. C:
The amounts
J. Ilnxkiii.)
of the appropriations carried by the
According to the most conservative
big annual supply bills passed at the estimates, there are at least 12,000,-00- 0
conh
second session of the
people In America who are either
gress nre announced ofllclally today as Herman or of Herman extraction.
2U0;
19.447,
Agriculture.
follows:
We have more than 6,000,000 citizens
diplomatic and who were actually born in the Fatherarm v. f 78.535,282;
consular, I3.0S2.333: District of Co- land. They nre diffused throusn
fortifications, every portion of the country, but New
lumbia. I10.350.94S;
.! 17.113;
general deficiency,
York has tho largest German colony
legislative, executive and Ju- In the world. After that the greatest
dicial, 130,7.10.000; military academy, number are found in Pennsylvania.
pen$1,929,703; navy. $98,95H,007;
In the early days of the Keystone
postnfllce,
sions. $138,000,000;
(state, when the question arose whetn-- 1
rive:'S er the Herman or Kngllsh language
Indian, $10,700,000;
anil harbors, $86,963,432; sundry civil should be the oflicial tongue of tne
(about), $109,000,000; urgent defic- legislature, a Herman cast the decidiency, $1,344,650; additional urgent ing vote In favor of the English.
deficiency, $611,600; service pensio l Nine governors of Pennsylvania nave
bill (about), $15,000,000; total.
been of Herman descent. In the west
permanent annual (about), tho numbers pile up again, and there
grant total, $974,355,-971- . was at one time a concerted effort
$149,886,320;
In Wisconsin to make that wholly a
Herman state. Probably 75 per cent
of the population of Milwaukee Is ot
extraction.
ROADS PRO Herman
Tho history of the Hermans In the
t'nlted States Is as picturesque as any
traditions cherished by the American
people. Peter Mlnnewlt, of Wesel,
POSE LOW RATE
was the first Herman to set foot en
American soil. He came In 1626 as
first governor of New Netherlands,
but the initial Herman colony was run
ON WHEAT
established until 1683, in the land :t
William I'enn. This littlu band or
thirteen families came on tho good
ship "Concord," with Hermantown as
Plymouth Rock. The Immigratheir
to
Receive tion was
American Farmers
slaggling and Infrequent
during the rest of the century, but
t
Mexico
the Benefit
lie accession of good Queen Anno to
the throne of Kngland and her generous protection of tho persecuted
Crop Short.
Hermans led them in 1703 to leave
their desecrated homes for Kngland,
were sent to people
The railroads of Mexico are to do from where they
American colonies.
the
their share in securing wheat from
the United Slates to supply tho deficiency caused by a partial crop failure
The brilliant, picturesque Ilaron o,i
in Mexico.
In line with the recent Bteuben, drillmaster and Inspector
removal of about 70 per cent of tho general of the army, was called the
duty on wheat the railroads are now right-han- d
of Washington because he
considering a reduction in the freight took a mob and hammered it Into
rates on this grain, and it Is probable an army. When the continental solthat by this week the rate will be diers were starving at Valley Forge
reduced, thus facilitating the work and a plea was sent forth for funds
of the government in securing grain. nine Hermans responded by raising
Tho present
rate on wheat is $100,000. The superintendent of bat$19 per 1,000 kilos, and this will
of the continental army was
probably be reduced to $17 per 1,000 teries
Christopher Ludwig, who was dekilos.
scribed by General Washington as
This rate applies on all roads
honest ' friend."
Michael Ullle-ga- s,
through every gateway to Mexico and "my who
the first treasurer of
the reduction will be agreed on by the Unitedwas
Colonies, and afterward
all the roads. Most of the wheat of the United
States, was of that
shipped from the United States comes nationality.
It was Helnrlch Mlllr
by rail over either the National lines
printer
who
became
for the convenor the Mexican Central, practically
and a Herman editor "scooped '
coming by Vera Cruz or other gulf tion,
ports. The reduction now being con- his colleagues on the birth of tho UniStates.
sidered and which there is little doubt tedTwo
stalwart figures of the revoluwill go into effect within a few days
were the sons of Henry II.
tion
year
is the same reduction made a
the founder of the Lutheran
ago and will probably remain In effect
church In America. The ilrst, the
as long as the reduction in duty.
Rev.
Peter
tl. Muhlenberg, of WoodThe duty has been reduced from
$5 per 1.000 kilos to $1.50 per 1,000 stock, Va., called his little flock tokilos and this with the reduction in gether one Sunday morning, preached
the freight rate will result in a saving a stirring sermon on the glories of
of several hundred dollars a car on war for the right, then threw aside
wheat and will bring hundreds
of his clerical coat, displaying a milit.i y
cars of this grain to Mexico City.
uniform, and called on all those who
was
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PASO HELD A

VERY STORMY
ELECTION
Politician Coib and Policeman
Rynerson Fight at the
Polls One Round.
BIG

POLICEMAN PUT THE
POLITICIAN OUT

Kynerson Formerly of New Mexico
Has Been in El Paso
Last Few Years.
Paso:

After assaulting Zach
Lamar Cobh, one of the ardent supporters of the "citizens' " ticket, Will
Kynerson, special policeman, was ar
rested by Policeman Ormand and Is
held at the police station without ball.
Mayor Charles Davis, learning of the
assault, ordered Chief W. A. Mitchell,
of the police department,
to make
Kynerson surrender his commission.
The assault was witnessed by many
and there were numerous reports, all varying In detail,
within a short time after the fracaa,
which occurred about 11 o'clock, lit
front of precinct 3, at the central firo
station.
Zsih Cobb's version of the assault
practically the same as that of Kynerson. Said Zach Cobb, when asked
asked about the assault:
"I was walking along the street Ju.it
north of the voting precinct, and
passed Kynerson, who was standing
I heard him sny somein the street.
thing about 'damn little tlce,' and I
turned after being Insulted and went
after him. I struck at Kynerson, but
don't know whether I hit him or
not."
He was then asked as to the extent
of his injuries, and replied: "I don't
care about the injuries, just so it
brings the votes."
According to
Kynerson then struck Cobb, and deliver!;!
two blows which knocked him agalns:
the brick wall of the tire station. H'j
lip was severely gashed and he bled
freely from the wound, and his right
hand was lacerated.
The report got out that Rynerso l
tried to draw his gun, but Policeman
Ormand, who was on the scene and
made the arrest, Bays he did not, anJ
that he took the gun from him shortly after it occurred.
There were,
many bystanders who saw the affair,
and it is said Dr. W. K. McLeod ran
to Cobb's assistance,
but further
trouble was avoided by Policeman Ormand taking Kynerson from the
scene and Policeman Wilson dispersing the crowd which quickly gathered.
Cobb had his glasses on at the time
he was struck by Kynerson. but did
not receive injury as a result of this,
although both blows were landed n
his face.
Ryncrson Tells; Ills Story.
Will Kynerson, who was kept Ir.
Chief Mitchell s ofllce, and not locked
up, said:
"I was standing out in the street to
the west of the lire, station, wh-sCobb passed In front of the building.
He spoke, and said, 'How do you do,'
1 answered, 'I don t want a uamn little nee like you to speak to me.' Hi
wheeled like a shot and came bade
fighting, He struck at me, and the
Llow landed on my shoulder. I then
struck him twice, and it was all
Kl
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ficers.

There were twenty-seve- n
Herman
Maine, which
sailors on the
was sunk In Havana harbor.
Chief
Uunner Leonard H. F. Kuehlwcln
tired the first shot at Manila. Thero
were thirteen Herman
ofllcers in
Roosevelt's rough rider regiment, and
flags
of the three first American
planted on San Juan hill, one was
placed there by Captain
Frederick
Mueller, of the rough riders. There
was a Herman in llobson's little band,
and Admiral Schley, the hero of
Santiago, Is of Herman descent. All
of which goes to show that In times
of stress Uncle Ham may well depend upon his Herman sons.
Although

archives of American wars show some
Interesting facts about them as soldiers. The first regiment to reach
Heneral Washington after his call to
arms was the York county regiment,
composed of Hermans under Lieutenant Helnrlch Miller.
More than
forty companies in the war or th
revolution were composed of men of
(his race, most of them coming from
New York and Pennsylvania, but each
state where they had settled contributed Its share. Colonel Nleolaus
Herscheimer, with his brave band or
followers, won two decisive victories
for the colonies.
The
first New York battalion, under Colonel Lasher, was composed of Herman soldiery. When. In 17 76, Washington's depleted army of 3.000 men
called for help before going Into tho
battles of Princeton and Trenton, it
was 1,500 Herman soldiers who
them and won those two
battles.
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OF TOLIVF.K'S

AIKS111P.

Cost. $72,000.
Time In building, 7 years.
Style, cigar shaped.
Motive power, gas.
Weight, 7,100 pounds,
length. 225 feet.
Diameter, 40 feet.

Carrying capacity,
people,
Lifting power, 13,7 Ml pounds.
by
six
propellers
has
driven
It
four gasoline engines.
It is divided Into compartments, including "conning lowers" for lookouts, fore and aft.
Telephones connect the itllTeient
depart men's.
It is lo sail this week.
1 ."
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The Hlobe-- rlzond
Globe. Ariz.:
Milling company, which recently took
over ihu itogers, Htarr & itoll'.ni;
property, adjoining the Superior it
Ho.i.oi and Old Dominion, is making
better headway than the purchaser
tt the property anticipated, and mln
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The Iintsch and Welsbach llghls
are wonders of German creation.
The Hrooklyn bridge, the eight wonder of the world, was built by John
Roebling. The two greatest! telescopes in the world were given ty
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NEW STYLED AlltSlllP.
on the Inside of the
"staterooms"
pongee bag, instead of being attached
to a frame suspended from the bag.
It measures 225 feet in length, with
a diameter of 40 feel. The frame
Is built of lK.otlu feel of aluminum,
made in sections. The !i,SU0 yards of
pongee that covers the frame have
lo
been covered with a preparation
make it airtight and durable.
Six propellers that project from the
ends and sides ot the ship are expected to give the bag its dlrigibility.
Four engines drive the propellers,
feet In diameter an
which are
blades.
have
Ami within the ship are rooms
which Ihe Inventor has supplied witu
nautical names. Two conning towers
at both apexes of the airship serve
for the "lookouts," who also operate
the engines that drive the two end
prop,'ler. At the base of each coin1
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C. II. Tavcnncr.)
I
ii astoll, Cal., March H. Its Hi
feet pongee cone tilled with hydrogen
g is.
d
tlie great
till ik
slraining restlessly i.t the ropes that
hold It captive, Charles H. i'olivev's
Hying machine is today ready for its
first voyage.
"I have positively
solved
aerial
(By

-

.....

.-

n

navigation," says the Inventor, a mysterious,
and
man. "I am
belting my lite and that of my wl..
for she is going to make the Initial
ascent with me, that my idea is right.
For MVen long years my assistants
and 1 have worked secretly in this
canyon, keeping an armed watch
over the ship day and night to hold
off the spies.
Today practically no
one knows me,
but tomorrow my
name will lie on every on'e lips. My
ship will fly like a bird."
Then Ihe Inventor's wife, a courageous, blight hope in her eye-- ,
spoke up:
"We have woike.l side by side on
Die great
car," she said
"livery
slllch in the 5. SOU yards of pongee
My huswas made by my lingers.
band's dreams have been my dreams.
We will succeed or fail togeth'V.
When the ship nails it will carry me
with It."
J,
Tollver's airship Is cigar-shap- e
with the propelling mechanisms and

VrT

two engine rooms where in ar:
the engines and the men who control
the two sets of propellers on the sides
Amidships Is tho
of the machine.
"main cabin." which Is connected
with the engine room by narrow pas
sagewav. All these rooms are com
partments within the outer frame of
the ship, partitioned oft from .he
heart of the balloon, which contains
the hydrogen gas. A telephone system connects all the stations with the
"main al.lu."
Wheie Toliver came from, where
he secured the fortune required to
Imild the ship, are all deep mysteries
to Hie unlives of Pleasant. n. I
moved into the canyon three miles
from lieaanton seven years iU'l.
He imide few acquaintances, and had
worked unceasingly for live years b
fore ai!one knew what he
about.
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The Minnesjl.i
Duluth. Minn.:
Stale Federation of Iibor will inves
tigate the conditions lu the lumber
camps of the northern part or my
slate, where it appears tha.1 the lum
berjacks are alleged to be subject to
a form of peonage without being am,
W. K. McKwen
to obtain justice.
secretary of Hie federation, is respon
statement.
this
sible for
He says I hat Ibis condition has been
txisting for many years; thai the
men have been placed lu involuntary
servitude without being given a fair
trial; that the law is unjust and oukIU
to be repealed or amended; that III'!
statute was framed by the lumbermen, for the lumbermen, and put
be for'--1
through by the lumbermen
anyone else knew anything about ,
and that the law Is entirely
not glilng the men the shadow of a
chance lo defend themselves.
"The situation In some of tin- lum
ber camps In northern Minnesota is
awful." bs continued. "Putting men
in prison because the lumber companies claim that lliey
hau iiol
worked out llieir transportation
less
than lnvolu.i-lar- y
inure nor
We boast about livservitude.
ing in a tree country, but here we
find shocking abuses of personal liberty existing rlulii in our midst without a protest being offered against it.
"1 believe, from reliable authority,
1
that the law is unconstitutional.
have the opinions of three attorneys
The slate federation
to that effect.
has been working quietly upon these
cases for Homo time with a view to
securing evidence that will have ihe
law either amended or repealed. It
is an outrage to throw s orklngmen
into cells for quitting their jobs because they do not find thu conditions
under which they are required I)
work agreeable."

Occidental

Life Building.
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1 Corner Broadway 2nd
1
East Railroad Avenue

I

Colo Phone, Black 3C.

PERSONAL

PROPEnTY

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOCS- E
RECEIPTS, aa low
$lt
and us high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
S1E West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICE8.
Open Evenings.
On

u

You Waited
Too Long
ne sold tluit snap to another
parly who took time by the forelock.
We have one or two more almost as

nnd

good though

Come In end ask altout

them.

POR TERFIELD CO.
218 West (Sold Are.

six-roo- m

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
(.old Filling
Hold Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 up

Sec-on-

$fl

50c

five-roo-

d

m

m

ALL

WOHK ABSOLUTELY

C.CAR-ANTEE-

two-stor-

as

m

ROOM

12,

II. F. COPI
N. T. ARM t JO BLDO.

servatory, has discovered three comets.
David Kittenhouse is tho foremost astronomer in America. Chas.
P. Stelnmetz is the inventive genius
of the Heneral Klectrlc company, of
Schenectady, New York. Paul L.
Walfel Is the chief engineer of the
American Bridge company, and Henry Wehrum was the builder of the
Lackawanna steel works at Buffalo.
The great Nevada tunnel was executed by Adolph Sutro.
lu finance there are Charles M.
Schwab Henry Flick and Frederick
Weyerhauser, recently claimed to D
the richest man in the world. Thu
American captains of industry show
In their ranks such men
as Claus
Spreckels, the sugar king; Henry
president, and
Fink, tho railroad
Henry Miller, the cattle king. Adol-phu- s
Busch and Frederick 1'abst are
the world's greatest brewers.
The Germans have always bee:i
prominent in politics. Of the moo
holding seats In the conventional assembly In 1774, six were Hermans,
and in the Pennsylvania delegation
to congress there have always beei
from five to ten Germans, ltichard
Uartholdt, In the lower house of tho
national congress from Missouri, lias
been made president of the Inter-pir- llamentary union. Frank Melnnar.,
tho brilliant consul general of Ha
vana, is of German descent.

1

Oil

SALE,.

e
FOR
trap;
SALE A"
cheap. 30!i Baca avenue.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See Heorge K. Neher.
FOR SALE Small business, with
horse and wagon, paying $lg per
week. Sell cheap for cash.
C. It., Citizen office.
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Broadway.
"one-hors-

Ad-dre- ss

C0C00CXDO0iOO00
MOST ANYTHING

Christopher Saner printed the fir t
American llible in any Kuropean
language, and Pastorlus wrote the
first American school book. GeorgeAnshutz was the first Pittsburg ironmaker. Thomas Nast was the ttm
great American caroonist. Hustav
!
Ueyer has the largest collection
American beetles. P. A. B. Widener
pri
of Philadelphia, has the finest
vate art collection in America. Peter
Miller was the llrst to translate theg
declaration of Independence, reprJ-duclnand
It in seven languages,
ths
John Wanamaker. who is today eleAmerica,
of
foremost merchant
vated the department store to its
present broad scope.
We derived many of our superstitions and folk lore from the Hermans. The seven years of bad luck
supposed to attend one who breaks
is the result of their
a looking-glasImagination, and those who fear to
journey
on Friday are Inon
a
start
debted to them for the idea. Those
ho nlant potatoes and onions by the
changes of the moon or have their
horoscopes cast once during ine year,
owe their ensuing luck to the same
source. The groundhog as a weain
er orimhet velved his first reeog.it
tlon in the Fatherland, and the feather bed Is a Herman contribution to
our civilization.
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Many a mental note is
never

deemed.
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Related to Everett?
Miss Essie True visited Miss Edith
Patton Sunday. Orleans (Ind.) Pro
gress.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAW VERS.

Ira

SI. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, S2 F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. D. ltryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First National
Rank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office.
iromweu block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT.
Dentnl Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building,
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phnn.
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours. 9 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Appointments made by mall.

T"i7irERIl)AN7I.

D.

'

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.'
DR. Jt. L. I1UST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red lit
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

ne

0-- 8,

46-4-

Room

J. It. Farwell.

Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
West Gold avenue.
23. N. T.

J.

S. BAGLEY

Accountant.
Books checked up, small sets of
books kept up; grocers', butchers'.
This will make Frank Chance's
10th season as manager of the Chi and physicians' books looked after
and collections made. Able corps of
cago Cubs.
assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
A man has won a big bet bv walk
ing forty days on water, if he had
GRAZING LAND
taken anything stronger he wouldn't
have been uble to walk.
For Large Sheep Ranch.
"To the pure, my boy," said the
kindly old man, "all things are pure."
The best land proposition for sheep
"lhen they never eat maple syrup." ever offered In the southwest.
20 -declared the young man.
000 to 45,000 acres in solid body In
central New Mexico.
Fine grass,
water and shelter.
Absolutely perEasily Ideiuilictl.
Mr. Batdorf has bought a team of fect title.
All taxes paid.
Modermules. You will know Ed when yoa ate price.
Half mortgage if desired.
see the mules. Munroevllle (O. )
Ii. B. PRINCE. Santa Fe. N. M.
Spectator.
IHIR DRESSER ATO cirmopo- Too Dee:i for 1 411 men.
DIST.
"Harry Thaw wrote a letter saying
he d like to be a United States senMrs. Bambini, at her parloru. No.
ator from Pennsylvania."
209 West Railroad avenue, is preWhat do the experts say about pared
to give thorough scalp treatthat'.'"
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
Kind Words Shall Neier Die.
Marshall Benedict the ever genial gives massage treatment and manig
latch-strlncuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparatrustee of Alplna, pulled our
today, to look after his own tion of complexion cream builds up
subscription to the Review, and also the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
that of that other prince of good feland Is guaranteed not to be inlows, K. 1. Chalice, the Alplna gen- jurious.
She also prepares a hair
clad.)
eral merchant.
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restore
moles,
The Charge of the Diteli Brigade. life to dead hair; remove
Mike Sullivan and Harry Li
(The army will build the l'ana na warts and superfluous hair. Also a
powder,
a
Unlit again at Denver.
face
freckle cure and pimcanal. News item.)
ple cure and pile cure. All of theso
Half a league, half a league.
ll
fight Is in
Half a league onward.
preparations
are purely vegetable
water. .Mike's hoodoo js busy aKal.i Down in the Panama ditch
compounds. Have just added a vilug the six hundred.
brator machine for treatment of
Hairy Howell cut out bowling this "Forward, the Kitch Brigade:
scalp, face and euro of wrinkles. It
job,"
he
said.
good
the
Onto
in
arm
winter to keep his
Is also used for rheumatism,
pains
Down In the Panama ditch
dilion.
and massage.
I Uig
the six hundred.
Wonder lew many ball playei
Forward, the Hitch Brigade!"
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
would be willing to take thai .Mexi
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
can trip which Heorge Davis refused Not with keen saber blade
Hut swinging pick and spade
STORE.
they
sundered.
As the Isthmus
The rush to simi contracts the pas
rs beats Theirs not ihe light to quit
few days .y balking ball pla
Saved Her Son's Life.
empty
gild
mitt
And
the
a bargain day bramble in a depar.The happiest mother in the little
Theirs but the job to hit;
IMellt store.
wn
of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
liown In the Panama ditch
sho w rites: "tmo year ag my son
Dug the hix hundred.
Xed llanlon is the prize optimist--i- f
was down Willi such serious lung
lie's in earnest in saying that ho Jungles to light of
trouble that our physician was un- lias hopes of bis recruits lauding a Skeeters all around them.
ble to help him; when, by our
them.
good place.
druggist's advice I began giving him
Taft in the rear of them.
I hundered
Typewriters
Dr.
King's New Discovery, and I
John T. Itrush says he will have a Stormed at by Teddy, too.
1
soon noticed Improvement.
kept
team whether his stars sign or not.W Bravely they dun and true,
this treatment up for a few weeks
Yes. but what kind of a team,
Hew;
Fiercely the shovels
when ho was perfectly well. He has
what is worrying the fans.
Down in the Panama did ii
worked steadily since at carpenter
Dug the six hundred.
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
New
to
those
Is what happened
saved his life." Guaranteed best
York players a "sign on the wall" When can their glory fade'.'
cough and cold cure by all dealers.
for the rest of the players to watch Heroes of the pick and tqiade!
500 and 11.00.
Trial bottle free
their expenses'.'
All the world wondered
Siibserilie for Tho Evening Citizen.
Honor brass buttons and braid
llalliesburg. Miss., held a franchise Honor the Ditch Brigade!
Noble six hundred.
all winter in the Cotton State
and has lost it on Ihe eve of the
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
up
nlavlng season. Failure to come
Found at Ijisl.
Tlify overcome WftLirr..
J. A. Harmon, of Llzemore. West
with a money guarantee caused the
r(rur
tmi v aim uinitii,ui
Va., says: "At last I have found the
disaster.
" 1111
na- nJ
iit
I Uey
perfect pill that never disappoints
(Il'ii timIi
lii',,.H' fcUfU'
1 uotiini'"-tnfliitst J
tttrlrlf
benefit of oth"rs
Frank lsubell. White Sox seond me; and for thetyphoid
v ifium itt ol .irv'
ii" jn-- I".
liver and
with
rimt-.'baseman, is touted as the best Span afflicted
ohm ii
, liirui. t
nn t tl. l. t..i lite
He has chronic constipation, will say: take
ish scholar on the team.
Span
of
Guar
King's
New
Life
Dr.
a
bunch
! iiul'UI .
lills."
taken lessons from
mull.
23c at all deal
laborers near his home anteed satisfactory.
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Imprint on our national lif.
with its happy
The kindergarten,
combination of work and play, Is a
gift from Herman babies, nnd tha
Idea of the university as developed
In America Is patented after Herman rather than Kngllsh institution".
An adequate list of Herman-America- n
scholars would fill a book. Among
the most eminent of these are such
men as Professor Kuno Franck, of
Harvard, the foremost authority on
Herman literature; Dr. Hermann
Kimpp, the highest authority on eye
and ear troubles in America; Professor II. K. von Hoist, the historian
ami biographer;
Professor Fredrieh
Hiith, of Columbia university, America's oracle on China and Chinese afthe.
fairs; Mrs. Maria Kraus-Roeltwoman who Introduced the kindergarten; Professor Herman V.
of the University of Pennsylvania, the recognized authority on
ancient worlds; and Miss Margaret
Muller, the head of the department'
of Herman at Wellesley college.
The number of Germans in our orchestras has never been computed,
but prominent musicians claim that
every fourth man is of that race.
The foremost .orchestra leaders in
America are Herman, among them
being such men as Alfred Hartz. of
the Metropolitan opera house, New
York; Franz Kneisel, of the famous
Kneisel quartet, and P. A. Schnecker,
of New York, who has written more
church music than uny other man In
America.

ydfe

, noon.
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PHARMACY

James Lick, the philanthropist, aid
Put it is as scholars and musicians Chillies
king.
Yerkes, tho street-ca- r
that the Hermans have made
Ir. John M. Schacrberle, of Lick ob-

NEW STYLED AIRSHIP ALREADY TO SAIL
1

The HIGHLAND

far-fam-

Muu-lenber-

"This man has no connection whatever with the political situation, but
Cobb has been abusing me in his
speeches, and I have not interfered
with him. I Just told him I didn't
want a little tlce like him to speak
to me, and then he came at me."
Kynerson was also arrested by Constable Clements, and haebas corpus
proceedings will probably be started
to have an Immediate hearing of the
case.

MHPKIKINt;

the Hermans themselves

do not boast of their war record,
claiming to be a peaceful people, the

$824,-469.65- 1;

orr.

always
Don't
how
think
you
cheap
can get them.
Think Instead, where you can
get tha freshest, the purest
end strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.Ami our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

The first force to reach Lincoln In
to defend the union was a regiment from Pennsylvania
composed
almost entirely of descendants
of
revolutionary patriots, who in the
earlier days were the first to rea'h
Heorge AVashlngton.
It was the Hermans who saved Missouri and Kentucky for the union. Over 200,000
men of this race served in the armies
of the north, 5,000 of whom were of-

fifty-nint-

$212,-129.39-

WANTED.
Messenger boys,
WANTKD
West
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTKD
At once, a girl who understands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED Competent girl for general housework, at good wages. Apply forenoons. Mrs. Simon Stern,
702 West Copper avenue.
Qentlernan-- 8
WANTED
secondhand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call, R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED A "position by man of30
years. Honest, sober and not afraid
of work. Have references. Address
"C. E." care of Citizen office.
WANTED Fifty coal miners, good
wages. Will pay transportation. Call
Saturday.
EmploySouthwestern
ment Agency, 110 South Second
street.
AtifcNTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
FOR BENT.
FOR llKls'T Furnished rooms with
15 Fast Railroad avenue.
board
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
Inquire at
$12.
408 North Second street.
FOR RENT A furnished houseof
four rooms; bath and two screen
p n re h e s. r, 0 8 Sou th Fo u rt h Btre t.
FOR RENT For two months,
furnished home, close In; all
modern conveniences.
Inquire M.
Mandell or Scott Knight.
FOR
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. ?09 North
street. Apply to F. II. Strong.
cottage,
FOR RENT A
well furnished; also two and thrje-rooflats. Apply 110 East Cial
avenue.
y
FOR KENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West
avenue.
FUR RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner
of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
FOIt RENT Nine-acr- e
ranch, on
Mountain
road;
home,
large chicken yard, 6 acres in alInfalfa, 2 acres in fruit trees.
quire at this office.
RENT Cheap, furnished rooms
For
for light housekeeping
in the
country. Harden chickens, stable.
See Miss Philbrick at Kindergarten,
614 West Hold avenue, forenoons.
RENT Nicely furnished rooms
For
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
B24 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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FAIR SEX, POWER IN BUSINESS, RUNS NORWAY,

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE 1

MOST DISTINCTLY WOMAN TOWN IN AMERICA

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

Tire? cIjotiie, feed, doctoh,

MARRY AND RCRY THE TOW S
1'KOPLE, CARE FOR THE TRAVS
ELER, ARE DIRECTORS,
AND 1MIOTOOAPHERS
AND
WITHAL
HAVE GOOD
POST-MASTER-

HOMES.

The Name

(NOTE. Tlie editor of The Evt-.i-- i
that women
hit CKiM'ii Im'IIcvIii

Intonsc-lncrjnhcri; would
InteIn willed their
rred in the inn linertheir,
"woman's
xlster. ilnininme.
y

lunn."
a

m

the story for tlio reader of till
1 dllor. .

news-pnM-

(I!y Kntlierino lrckic.)
Special Correspondence.
Norway Me., March 8. Frills, furbelows and chiffon do the actual bus:,
news of this hustling, thriving Now
EiiRland town.
In every lino of commerce and
finance .trade, and profession,
the
Rentier sex of Norway Is successfully encased, and it is the most distinctly "woman's town" In America.
The women not only clothe, hat and
shoe the population, but they gracefully preside over meat markets, the
powtoflice and the three hotels.
The women of Norway marry the
living and bury the dead. Legal dis
putes are settled by a feminine Justice
of the peace. 8iek and wounded are
administered to by a woman doctor.
The countryside Is photographed by
another woman.
For twenty-tw- o
years the checks at the bank have
been cushed by a small white woman's hand, while a quarter of a century is the period that a woman has
swayed the morals, opinions and poll-tie- s
of the town through the columns
of her paper.
A director in the street railway and
the corporation that lights the village Is a woman, and she attends each
and every meeting of the directorate
and gets her pay for attendance with
the same regularity that old Unoe
Russell Sage did.
Tlio Men Draff A lion t it.
Yet it cannot be said that the fair
ones of Norway compete with the
men. The latter are too gallant to
permit of competition. They simply
loll back in their big comfortable arm
chairs and admiringly tell what their
women "folks" can do.
It is a great deal. They are as
good housekeepers as though there
was not such a thing as stocks and
bonds .dry goods, undertaking and
embalming, the postotllce to be attended to and the printing presses to
run. The homes of this beautiful
little village are real homes.
The S. 13. and Z. S. Trlnce store
Is not only owned by two sisters, but
every thing in the shop is done by
women. The only connection that a
man can have with this establishment
Is as a purchaser.
"It was after I found that I could
only earn $2.50 a week as a school
teacher that I determined upon being a business woman," Is the way
entrance
Miss Prince explains her
Into the fields of commerce.
Rules for RiihIiicss Women.
"To succeed in business worn m
must know three things," is the declaration this smart business woman
made to me. "She must not run her
business with a mortgaged Btock, Bhi
must pay her bills two or three days
before they are due, thus greatly impressing the people from whom she
buys, and then a woman must always
be dressed well."
Across the street from Miss Prince
is a shoe store conducted by Miss
Kdith Smith. She is a young gl-- 1
who three years ago inherited her
stock from her father.
Mrs. Laura A. Sanborn can set the
type, feed the press and set up the
s
copy for the Norway Advertiser
easily as she can write its editorials.
the printing
Mrs. Sanborn learned
business soon after her marriage,
years ago.
twenty-fiv- e
Women Honest Rankers.
"I was a good adder and that is
,"
the way I started in the banking
is the modest explanation that
IS.
gives
of
her
Stella
Pike
Cashier
association with the Norway National
bank. "I soon found out, though,
that it took more than an adder of
figures to be a financier. But women
are especially adapted for the banking business. We are by nature ho
and that is the thing that teir
in a bank."
If there is not a preacher handy
and a couple wish to get marrleJ,
Miss Margaret A. Baker is the one
whom the swain seeks out. As the
justice of the peace she is permuted to perform the marriage ceremony, to acknowledge deeds and administer oaths.
This Justice of the peace has a
clever younger sister, Miss Jennie P.
bus'-ness-
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VIEW OF NORWAY, AMERICA'S

Paker. She Is one of the most capable business women in Norway, managing a large dry goods store, the
proprietor of which lives In PortlanJ.
Miss Jennie is about twenty-si- x
years
old.
Caring for the dead is one of the
necessary things of life. Miss Gracs
Thayer owns a large undertaking establishment and is licensed as an un-

dertaker.

She's Town Doctor.

pany, and she is also a director in
that operates the
the corporation
electric lighting and power for the
villnge and adjacent land.
There Is little or no crime In Norway. The town has not a saloon, and
liquor Is not even sold on the quiet.
The men do smoke, but the women
are hoping that Xhe time will come,
and come soon, when this "vicious"
habit will not be Indulged In by the
voting population.

AWFUL STORIES OF INHUMAN TREATBORAH

MENT OF WOMEN PRISONERS LEAK

.

Vhen Cascarcls
Cathartic were iiv
18:6, ar.d the for.";:!..

--

Ftr.-c'-fa-

The Congress of the United States, on June 30, 1906, passed a PURE
FOOD AND DRUGS ACT to protect the Health of the People against adultcr- lio'i, misstatement and careless processes. This law went into effect Jauuary
I, '.' 7, and will help to banish all questionable practices and preparations. We
ruaor,e
law.
The essence of this law was anticipated by the makers of Cascarets when
t'.'L-- Cr-box was made ten years ago, and every precaution was taken to estab-- i
:
Cr. jrfU as the standard, reliable and responsible Bowel medicine for tue
People.
V.'e Uiatl contiwc In our purpose to produce the best product possible, and
!t' !roui of the contiJer.ce of our irienjs, a commercial confidence which will
Oiv.. be betrayed. All druggists, IOc,2.Sc, 50c. Try a little 10c box TODAY. 75a

-

-
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and they are seeking to strike terror
t'j the hearts of other women by ths
horrors inllU-teuion those who ar3
cuuglit.
the Akatul xllvcr mines come
reports that hundreds
of
political
prisoners have been placed In chains
high
women
formerly
In
and
political
ami social circles have had the clothing torn from their bodies and force 1
to don the vermin infected prison
garments. Chains have also been
riveted on them, and every p'ismUjIu
indignity offered to make their condition more revolting.
AnioiiK the women sufferers is Mile.
Maria .Splrhlonovo assassin of L.ui- henoffsky chief of police at Tambov
She has smuggled hews to her friends
ii
outside
that she has been
manacled and forced to nubmit to in- dignities too terrible to relate.
Iays of the old regime when Si- berU in all its terror nourished are
revived
Women disappear
ItU-si-

n

degenerates are
mpanlons of young,
pure girls who.-- , worst crimes have
been to spread :ie doctrines ot the
new revolution.
The mifferers .ve many heroic
amples to
in their suf-e- r
uch other with
They a
the tragic deed of Mmo. Kutlton-x- i
skuya. She was
with her hua-ofmler. The hor- band a political
rors of the tre meut hhe and her
husband endure. i buri ed revenge ln'.o
f:eak of the high
her oul. When
police circles set her free she trav :.- ed back to the !. in.- of the governor
w ho had comlein eil her to living
ture. obtaining
to his of- lice nhe shot hin (1...VM.
'j'he lush fail. to break her spin'.,
but she died fi in th effects of the
new born bubrt
scoui ing with m-dead in her ann- We do it right. Kol tiil DIIY.
perial Laundry Co.
c
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

Hot

I1CILDS

TIIK

Washington,
March 8. A new
member of the United States senate
a man who conies as the choice of
the people of his Btate. and not because he has purchased his seat with
the. trust-mad- e
millions Is W K
ilorah, of Idaho, successor to Pubols.
The new senator has been In Washington looking over the ground. He
will not take the oath of oftlce until
next December, hut Horah wanted to
see how the senate looked.
"What do you think of them?" I
asked.
re"Bully," was the
ply.
"What are you going to do? What
is your general idea as to the policy
when you begin to play the game
with them?"
"I will keep close to the people,"
Mr. liornh replied. "I ilnd that a
pretty safe guide."
"How about the rest of the conn-try- ?
Are you going to legislate for
Idaho exclusively?"
"My tdate comes first. A senator
Is the voice of his state in an assembly of states. On general matters
the voice of Idaho, so for as I determine It, shall be for what a great majority of the people want. And by
the people I mean the people not
the associated special Interests."
Mr. ilorah is a square- - jawed,
sturdy proposition, with a lot before
him. H is only 42, und what he haa
he owes only to himself. What he
has he took. And he took it standing up. In the taking he may have
knocked some men down but he aid
It from tho shoulder.
He did not
trip them ui.
was
in
born
Illinois. Then
Ilorah
he was a farmer boy in Kansas. I jit- er he taught school, learned the law
and struck out for the coast.
He
couldn't pay fare farther than Boise,
Idaho, so be nailed up a shingle there.
Presently
It was hard sledding.
he won a stork raiser's case against
the t'nion I'acltlc ami business began
to Mow bis way. Hut ne Isn't rich
even now.
Horah Is the talking type of poli
tician. l!y this 1 mean that ho is the
opposite of Tom Phut, who came to
ofllce by virtue solely of his ability
to give advice.
Horah also mixes well. He Is calm
and well poised in his manner. He
does not obtrude or attempt to shine.
H; rarely starts a conversation, but
when drawn out is found to have
Ideas.
His election to Hie senate Is Ho- rah's first public oflice. He came into public notice several years ago
when retained us special counsel In
the prosecution of the dynamiters
who blew up the Hunker Hill and
Sullivan mines, at Coeur de ATene,
n
killing a number of
work
men. During the silver agitation in
the west Horah joined the silver re
publicans and stumped for them.
Silver republicans are mostly straight
republicans now, and so is Horah. A
year ago he began to stump ti.e statu
as a candidate for the senate.
Idaho does not, like Oregon, elect
senators by direct vote of the people,
but the result Is much the same.
for the legislature or dele
gates to tho state convention are elec
ted with the understanding that they
will vote for a certain man.
The
senatorial candidacy Is part of tho
issue In tho campaign, and when the
legislature meets there Is nothing for
the members to do but ratify the
choice of the people as expressed in
the elections. It Is in this sens.) that
lioraii was elected by the people.
Also K. 11 Harrimau is souii'thing
of u w hangdoodler himself.
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DECLARES HIM-

SELF A "PEOPLE'S

THROUGH FROM RUSSIA
mysteriously.
Not even their hui- DRAGGED TO THE PRISONS OE hnnria
nr hnhA, Irnnu' tVia ,anr,l nf
Illis-- i their fate until months have passed
miii.iu i iiAii
RI.V SHACKLES RIVETED UPON'
Then a furtive word or two is
THEIR LIMBS AND DEGRADED whlIered by a passing traveler, garb- BY BESTIAL
u known
th u'tfti iinil rti.it Vicr lu a
'Ol' Til '' political
HOHIZING WOMEN
prisoner in Siberia, or in
In
the mines
southern Russia, which
REVOLUTION.
rival in their cruelties Siberia at 'ts
,
worst.
Special Correspondence.
The prison way stations through
Berlin, March 8. Despite stri .'t which from 1807 to 1SVU passed 865,-00- 0
censorship news is leaking through to
prisoners, of whom about on )
the European capitals of the terrible fourth were women, have been re
treatment of women confined In the opened, and are overcrowded. Repolitical prisons and mines of Rus- fined women, now illly clad, half fed,
sia and Siberia.
are being thrust Into cells reeking
Daring women have played leading with filth. They are at the mercy
degraded Jailors.
of
parU in agitating the new revolutionary spirit which is rampant In Russia.
Consumption and typhoid reap a
Police see their gre.-n.peril In ac- deadly toll, but ar- welcomed as the
tivities of these women revolutionists alternative of the Siberian dreads
who are ready to sacrifice their lives, insanity or sulcldi-Murderers ani

i

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

SHOE STORE

Wm. CHAPLIN

For eight years Dr. Annette Bennett has been the town physician.

She Is appointed by the board of
selectmen, which body Is made up entirely of the stronger sex. There are
a number of men doctors In Norway
who each year apply for this olliclal
medical ollice.
Dr. Bennett is the
first and only woman in the state of
Maine holding the position of town
physician.
The walls of the studio of Miss
Minnie F. Llbby are covered with
such fine examples of photography
that her art should have a national
reputation.
The hotel women of this place are
noted far and near. Martha C Whit-mars- h
came to be the proprietor of
the Elm house. She delights to tell
of the times forty years ago, whan
the stage, with four, used to dash up
to her tavern door. Mrs. Lizzio Wood
man is ine proprietor or me rseaie
house. Her Hister, Mrs. Ella Tlbbltts,
was also a hotelkeeper, but she has
retired rich.
When Postmaster Charles S. Akers
received his appointment from President Roosevelt a short time ago he,
In turn, appointed two women as his
assistants, a thing his predecessor had
not done.
Mrs. Effle Akers is the helpmate in
federal duties as well as in matrimony
of the postmaster while Miss Ellie
Swan Is the second assistant in the
ollice.
Mrs. Alice L. Nash Is a llcens;d
taxidermist. She was taught her profession by her husband after she was
married.
Woman Butcher, Also.
One of the biggest butcher shops
In Norway is run by Mrs. Owen P.
Brookes, whose husband insists that
he never made money until his wife
was behind the counter.
Mrs. Cora Briggs has composed
and published a number of songs,
both the words and music belni

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care-- f
ully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

.MOST

written by her.
Mrs. Gertie Allen, ably assisted bv
Miss Elizabeth Cooley, makes ha s
for her sisters In town and in the
country.
Mrs. Rose Powers is another seller and designer of hats.
are
a couple of women
There
among this large group of money
mnkers who attend simply to the
growing of their fortunes. Miss Elizabeth B. Beal Is a director In the
Norway & Puris Street Hallway com

1

1

DISTINCTLY "WOMAN'S TOWN," AND SOME OF NORWAY'S
PROM I X EN T WOM EN .
irm-No. 1 Mrs. O. I. Brookes; she itmducls a nient market.
Tliajer undertaker.. 3 Mn.
2 Ml
Aliee, li. Nash, taxidermist..
4 .Mrs. Itose Powers, milliner.
5 Dr. Aiinttto lU'iinett, the town pliyslelan; Ml
Margnr't Baker, Just lee of tlio iieace; Ml.ss Cora Brings, iiiuslcnl comiioHer; Mm. F. W. S?iiiImiiti, editor "Advertiser"; Miss Jennie Baker, store niHiiiiKer.

A

There has never been a disappointment, never complaint. The pr op
of Arr.erica are today buying over ONE MILLION BOXES a month of C- -i
c.U'-ti
Candy Cathartic, a recognition of their dependable qualities to do w:.it
i
claimed lor them, as the best medicine FOK THE BOWELSas yet discovert-J- .
t.
Our patrons are all our friends, loyal and more than satisfied of the
reliable MERIT of our preparation. It is today the prea'.c-- t
FAMILY MEDICINE in the world.
We attribute Cascarets' great success to PURITY, QUALITY
AIEDICINAL EFFICIENCY, backed by Truth and Honesty ui our deali:.

i

x

v
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We established a standard cf PURITY and QUALITY
end MEDICINAL STRENGTH, that has been maintained for
all thece years, and every Cascaret tablet has been as harmless,
pure, centle and effective as every other one.
The substances that enter into a medicinal formula, to produce the desired effect, to be SAFE and ever TRUSTWORTHY.
MU3T be clean, fresh, carefully selected and compounded with
instiking: supervision.
The eternal vigilance necessary to secure the ingredients cf
carets in the most PERFECT CONDITION, so as to pet
tl e Lest effect without any danger from intruding; substances,
has never been relaxed.
What is the result?

1

--

n.

in

perfected cfor rr.t;rh t ; ;
mental Jabor by hiyl.ly r;ci .
:
tific chemists, it was ov.r
Comma.iiH the Consumer's
only
to
produce
a
not
pcrf.ct
Confidence
combination of EFFECTIVE.
CONSTITUENTS, but to
hav? every ingredient the very best in point of PURITY and
QUALITY that could be obtained.
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ilcUiilisl MI-visit to Norway nml vtrite

NH-el-

C'UItES

INDIGESTION'.
CCItES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

FAYWOOD,
Sec Suntn 1'e Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
s

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

J. KORBER &

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

CO., WHOLESALE

O0OO0000OO0OOO
Albuquerque

212

NORTH SECONn ST

O0OOO0O0C-C009-

Foundry and

Machine

Works
"

R.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlrm on mining mnd Mill Mmohlnory m kpocimlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

203

WEST RaTlROAO AVENt XT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

non-unio-

Cati-ilid'it-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
LIVEIIT, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Ilought and

Thos. F. Keleher

ii:voi:s ri:.dy iwixt
000 Square Fert.
p.i..mi:tto roof i'.mxt
Mniis lA'uks, Lust Fle Yean.

Oiio

t.allon (overs
JAl'-A-IV-

408 W$st Railroad Avtau
BEST TOUUNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

WorLinl Like u Cliurni.
Mr. I). JM. Walker, editor of that
l'iy journal, tho KnterprUe, Louisa.
Vu
ays:
"I ran a nail in my foot
la-- t
week and at once applied Buek-ten- 'i
Arnica Salve. No inflammation
,

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine followed; the salve simply healed the
Tablets. Druggists refund money if wound." HeaU eery sore, burn and
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S skin disease.
tJuarunteed
at all
klgoature is on each box. 25c.
dealers. 25e.
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WHY DID WE SELL SEVENTEEN LARGE
RUGS LAST WEEK?

When the Union Pacific railroad was first built
the point of highest altitude was at a station called
Because we have the prettiest line of Axministers, Wiltons, Velvets and Brussels in
If the water was un to the arm-pit- s
on A. H. McUaffey. how high was It
Sherman.
ALL THAT IS NEEDED
on
W. P. Johnson?
the territory.
The old story of the three tailors of Threadneedle
It was at this point that Oakea Ames the moving
street, London, who met and resolved, "We, the peoplo spirit in the promotion and the real builder of the gr-a- t
As to lOviilcncc.
If I have got the rules aright,
of Kiigland," etc., has many a lime been used to point enterprise put a monument to perpetuate his
"Tls out of place
m. moral and adorn
a talc. Hut for such purpose the
A Rug Vklth the Sheen at Cents
To put In aught that any light
go
leavBit
away
down,
back and
Upon the eminence facing the tracts stood the
classic story must now
Sheds on the case.
bo seen in our stock of real ancan
ing the morning paper of this city to fill the place of striking granite memorial where every passenger could
IOt of Hope,
pomposridiculously
absurd
and
see
It.
tique
admire
and
Turkish rugs. But "there are
mibllnie
"flo In and win."
"Hut Bhe's engaged already."
ity.
Hut alas for the rgtolsm of men.
Far In excess of the three tailors. It not only
others," rich In color and -- eautlful
Why not
"Yes; to three fellows.
to be the people and to speak for them, but to
Years passed and Oakes Ames died and the worms four?"
in design, In our exquisite stock of
upeak for mankind, while It arrogates to Itself all the gnawed his bones. There came a day when economy
langcrotin.
wisdom, decency, honesty and purity which the territory required that the railroad track should be straightened
Persian, Bohkara, Daghestan, In our
"My son, beware of railroads!"
In order to shorten the distance and avoid heavy grades.
contains.
"Yes, dad."
lines ot riental rugs, and we have
Its address this morning tu the majority In the Tho short cut was made and the old tracks were taken
"And women. They both abound
with fatal curves."
many beautiful domestic rugs In Wilhouse, urging them to be decent, and If they cannot be up and the right ot way abandoned.
And now the massive rock pile that was to keep
decent tu be as decent as they can. Is on exhibition of
Futile.
ton, Axmlnster and In the cheaper Ingall which must forever throw the little tailors Into the the memory of Oakes Ames fresh every day In tho A congressman there wns who tried
to not accept his salary;
grain art squares that we are wiring
minds of men stands fourteen miles away from the
deepest depths of Irrecoverable oblivion.
Hut while he listened for applause,
organ could be bought track.
If only the
at wonderfully low prices.
approving of his righteous cause,
You may see from the main line far awny on the Tho only Round that reached him was
for what It really Is and sold at whnt It claim to be,
a horse laugh from the gallery.
the magnitude of the profit would dim the glory of rim of the horizon, a mere speck. With a glass yo.i
Exchange.
Harrlmans greatest feat In finance. That paper Is the can make out It is an artificial heap of stones. That
tangled
given
to
the
over
Is
Involved
'n
monument
personal
Interest
Ames"
Oakes
Honrs of Mouth Warrior.
soul of honor. It has no
Wars and rumors of wars. Of comthe villainous abuse of the republican party leaders. wilderness.
no man speak. Capt. Richfort
let
Pathetic reminder of man's puny efforts to pro mond Pearson
All It has done has been solely for the good of the terHobsnn Is talking
ritory. It says so Itself, and certainly It ought to know ject by material evidence his life and deeds to a future through his belligerent hat. Senator
Perkins
has
his colors to the
nailed
veracity.
generation.
I la own motive.
Surely no one can doubt its
mast that once he sailed before. He
Ktlll less can any one doubt Its wisdom. It knows what
hurls the loud defiance and Is ready
Hut Oakes Ames is not forgotten by the world. to sign articles. Honduras has startIs good for the territory much better than the people
ed In to whip Nicaragua
way:
between
He
remembered
muii
In
Infinitely
is
another
better than the
themselves know, and
Cuba threatens to declare I
This big man of a former time was more than a drinks.
selected ly the people and sent to Santa Ke to do what
war on the United Slates it we don't
Ha provide offices for every blessed horse
financier. He was an Inventor anj manufacturer.
the people are silly enough to think they want done.
on the much-vexe- d
island. The
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
SOLOMON LUNA,
T. C. NEAD, T restorer sod Maaafer
This Is the reason the organ wants to keep the peo- was the maker of the Ames shovel. One kind of shovel thief
hurly burly roars terribly.
ple from electing their own officials. The poor, Billy Invented by him was the Ames No. 2 or railroad shovel
purposes
built
$2,000,000.
dears could not make right selections. Not knowing which was especially designed for track
A little matter of $2,000,000 doesn't
wiiat they want or what they ought to have, their of- for getting under the sides and ends of railroad ties. amount
ono way or another.
to
much
ficials should be selected for them and their laws sub- Ames also made a "tamper" for tamping earth and
h. H. Harrlman.
railroad
especially
for
ballast and other tools contrived
Only 2,000,000!
mitted to the approval of the Morning Journal.
Merely a wisp of hay
In fact, what Is the use of having elections? Why work.
stop up tho crack In a window.
To
Is
pile
called
seldom
Sherman
money.
at
rock
How
lone
The
things
cost
legislature?
all
These
a
have
To keep the wind away.
men.
forgotten
Is
of
to
tourist.
way
It
every
would
of
the
the attention
Certainly not worth counting,
much easier and better and speedier
A paltry little sum
It be to abolish these useless things? "Me and the gov- Hut Oakes Ames is remembered because he provided
That isn't enough to distinguish
ernor," suys the Journal, "are amply sufficient me to the world with something useful.
o
A
from a bum.
make the laws and the governor to make the appointmonuOnly
$2,000,000!
themselves
for
to
build
Few men are able
Now what
ments, with me to advise and consent."
A measly, miserable wad
could be simpler or more efficient? That set of hood- ments of granite with entablatures of brass and graven
That wouldn't pay for the water
thought
every
can
In
live
the
man
eulogy,
of
words
but
bigger
thereby
Fe,
over
a
and
elected
at
Santa
In a good Kentucky tod;
lums
Simply u sign of the spirit
fore a worse set of hoodlums in the respective counties, and lives of those who "follow him. Hut he can so live
To moisten tho thirsty tongue;
They don't know "the opin- only as he Is useful to men.
have no idea what to do.
Merely a fleeting nothing
He can be a pioneer and blaze the way for civiThey don't know what trutht,
ions of mankind."
More than a smell nt the bung.
honor. Justice are. They can't tell what are good laws lization somewhere.
Only $2,000,000!
He can open a new road to commerce, or make a
and what are bad ones. All these virtues and all this
Homes for a thousand or more,
knowledge are combined and confined In me and the farm, or build a house or dig a well, or paint a tree.
or clothes for two hundred thousand,
He can train up a child who will be of use in the
governor, to whom I have spared some of my superfluity
Or food for a million poor
of excellence. Then down with the grafters, thugs, in- future time.
Only
$2,O00,0U0!
He can write something or picture something or say
competents. Imbeciles; and up with the Journal, the
Gee! what a little stack,
burWhen you come to learn
great "It" of the universe. Now let all the people fall something that will help his fellows to bear their
Of the limitless yearn
dens.
down and say: Amen, so mote It be.
Of a Harrlmanlac!
He can sing a song of hope that will breath cour-- W. J. Lampton
In New York World.
age into drooping hearts.
ENGLISH HOUSE OF LORDS
He can face and fight the dragoons of evil and beut
For 600 years, nearly ever since they became
from the homes and haunts of men.
FALLS
separate bodies In 1339, the lords and commons of the themHeback
can brighten and bless the lives of those made
says
exchange
English parliament have fought,
an
miserable by fear or misfortune.
The constant effort of the commons has been to become
Why then, if men can do these things and live
WITH EPILEPIIC
supreme, and it has gradually acquired greater powers
and grow in the lives of others, why should they seek
on
now
on
yield
the
which
all matters
until the lords
of
shape
stones,
pile
or
of
a
a
an eminence and
popular will has been formally expressed.
ANOTHER FIRE IN THE
bronze?
It approved the trades union bill on this ground.
J. D. Eakis, President
Chsi. Mellnl, Secretary
bill,
O. Oloml, Vice President.
it
to
and
education
sanction
tho
It has refused
g
O. Bachechl, Treatirer.
man or
Every
no mistake.
Make
home-rule
OLD
SANTA
EE PALACE
bill on the woman wants to be well thought ot by other men and
is feared will veto the Irish
same ground, that the people have not approved them women. Men have supposed that If they had plentv
They offer to submit them to a popular vote and to of money that would suffice, they would not care for Second Attack In Five Days,
agree to them if the vote is favorable. It is even
Successors to
Yesterday for the second time withtho esteem of others. They have. . gotten the money
Injuries May be
in the past fortnight fire was uiscov-ere- d
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
gested that they be passed conditioned upon populur and discovered their mistake. We want the plaudits
palace
in
at
the
old
Santa
Fe.
'
WMOLKBALK DKALEttU IN
approval on a referendum.
,
of our fellows. We are built that way.
Serious.
This time the blaze was in the roof
Oakes Ames
The commons, however, refuses all compromises, was following his strongest Instinct.
over the postofflee and the conflagraOnly he went
tion was the result of the careless
but what its plan of campaign is has not been disclosed. about it In the wrong way.
in which the stove pipe had j
Charles McMonlgal, a brick mason, manner
It was in 1215 that the lords with the help of the mer
been run through the woodwork of
W kaip vrylblng la sleek le outfit the
lies in his room at 22 South Broad- the
chant class forced Magna Charta from King John, and 1"
building.
Prompt action by the
Who knows or who cares what king ordered the way, In a serious condition, as the remet! fastidious bar complete
pre-1
department
gave
peers
officers
and
clerks
rights
more
carrying out its grant of
his
he
pillars of Luxor graved?
Who knows or wants to sult of a fall from a building Thurs- vented the headway of the flames and
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. t,
than they bargained for by including representatives of know what tyrant of Egypt worked myriads of slaves day noon.
damage, which was adjusted yes
Schlitz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
The man is subject to fits, anl yes- the
the commoners with the lords and clergy when ho sum to make a great pyramid over his tomb? All the lower terday,
terday, did not exceed the sum of
Green River, W. H. Mc Brayor a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
on
working
while
ladder
a
at
Inspectors
C.
Post$200.
years
O.
Phell,
great
was
not
eighty
council.
moned his
until
It
valley of the river Nile Is a vast mummy field wheie the new home Contractor Anson Is
arch, and oUier aUndard brands of whiskies toe numerous to mention,
Walter and some of the emlater. In Edward Ill's time, that the taYo bodies begail every pick that turns up a dried cadaver tells the story building, an attack came on McMon'-ga- l master
ployes of the Santa Fe New Mexican
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
to take separate form, which in 1339 became perma of the eclipse of human glory.
and he fell to the ground.
It rendered valuable assistance to the
But sell the etraJgnt article
received by ui from the best
seems that his back was Injured quite fire department In extinguishing the
Uerles,
nent.
The world remembers only its benefactors.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect
severely,
physician
as
was
a
not
uny
but
damage
No
fire.
was
to
done
of
Curiously enough, while Cromwell's first parlia
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Priee fclst.
For centuries and centuries the human race did called, the extent of his injuries have the mall matter In the office at the
ment totally abolished the lords as a legislative body, nothing more than to merely mark time on the vast not been ascertained.
Issued to dealers only.
time.
He was placed in a buggy immediThe frequency of fires In the old
and for four years the commons ruled alone, it was at plain of Messopotamla made not un inch of progress.
ssVHBsWXBnBBaBBVaSsepalace, the great historic value of the
ately after the accident and taken
this time, when democracy was paramount, that actual
Thebes could make line vases but It could not make the home of Mrs. Hlddlecome, on building Itself, and the many treasanarchy prevailed, so that Cromwell himself had to fine men.
South Hroadway, where he remains, ures In the way of documents rind
curios, which are stored there, sugagain, on petition of the commons, summon a house ft
Auaxagoras spent years in trying to square the cir- suffering great pain.
The man had Just fully recovered gest that prompt measures be tnken
lords.
cle.
The monks of medieval times argued together for from
attack of a similar na- to improve its heating arrangements,
The Minima had been tried, weighed and found years to show how many souls of saints could dance on ture. a former
further liaThis former one came on last thus insuring it against
wanting. The battle was but renewed, with the lords the point of a needle. Hut Archimedes discovered the Sunday, when he was watching a bility to destruction In this manner.
At
number of boys playing ball.
having the advantage, and It was not until 1832, wh.M principle of the lever.
that time he fell In thu street and
the system of rotten borroughs was wiped out, that the
Even Greece lagged. One day Diogenes ladled his was carried Into the Hlddlecome
lower house regained the greater power.
tub through the streets of Athens and said: "That is home. No serious results attended,
Now again the two houses have locked horns all there is to your boasted progress.
Hut Hiero In- however, and he resumed his wofK
as It were, and all Christendom Is watching for the plan vented the screw for pumping water and first em- the first of the week, with the result
of battle.
That the result may be u smaller body rep ployed the pulley. Eplctetus the Phrygian slave, never of a second attack yesterday.
HEAT w th the
resentativc of the lords without the clergy and chosen owned more than a pallet of straw and an iron lamp
Whole of
by them Is thought possible.
That the upper house
and somebody stole the lamp but he gave the world TERRITORY HAS 8
will be wholly abolished no one believes, and for the more gentle wisdom than all the Human conquerors.
HARRY B. LINTON
COOK with
good of England any other result is rather to be hoped
NEW
PHARMACISTS
Presents
Half of it.
someto
live because they do
Men live and deserve
New York Mail:
Just a glimpse of the general we'l thing for others over and above what they do for thembeing of this state Is shown by lire totals of the savings selves.
The Territorial Hoard of Pharmacy
3
banks. At the end of the fiscal year they had
In the
Where they build their monuments, or of what adjourned Thursday evening after
on deposit to the credit of 'i. 637, 235 depositors. materials, and what they put upon them, counts lor having been In session two days, says
Breezy Comedy ullb Mask
the New Mexican, The next meeting
This sum Is greater than any other state shows. Is more nothing.
will be held at Koswell on March 20.
d
than
of the total savings banks deposits of the
Oakes Ames' shovel No. 2 Is greater than his costly
Kight applicants passed the examcountry and exceeds the depositst of uny other country monument of granite.
ination at this session and are registered pharmacists. They are us folexcept Germany. It represents a gain of 182,164,753 in
The Albuquerque
lows:
resources since the preceding year. It is an average of
M. W. Hitler, F. W. Slph, Las Ve$506 for each depositor. The story of thu people's sav
gas; Columbus Talbot, Portulss; F O.
Gas, Electric Light
Jugs Is not all told In the deposits of the savings banks.
Hrown, Santa Ke; K. Ottwell,
POOR PAY IN CASE OF ALL
p.
1..
Alamogurdo;
and Power Go.
Another chapter Is to be found In the returns of the
K. I,. Stone, Katon; C. C. Pegg, Ain- POSTAL SERVICE EMPLOYES
life insurance companius. Another still is found in the
aiillo, Texas.
Corner Fourth and
records of withdrawals, from kuvlngs banks, which have
Shoe trees keep your shoes In shape
Gold Avenue
een u'most as active as deposits.
These withdrawals
wear
better
make
look
and
them
And a Capable Company
It is doubtful whether any set of men In the gov- longer. They last a life time and cost
the superintendent of banks attributes to two causes.
Phone Red 98
75 cents a pair at C. May's shoe
People of moderate means have been buying "high-clas- s ernment service are as poorly paid as aro the rural only
4 West Railroad avenue.
store,
$000
ago
they
year
received
Until a
Investment securities" which have been obtainable mall curriers.
A ROARING
FAFCE FILLED WITH
$200 KKW.VUD.
at rates that yielded more than savings banks Interest. per annum. nut of that sum they were obliged my
only to proUde for themselves and their families, but
AND MUSIC
LAUGHTER
In the eiivtn ns of this city tlu y haw been jurch;isln
Is offered for the capture of
real estate. Suys the superintendent:
is known they were required to supply horses and their own
'It
Pettine, the murderer of Hene-dett- o
that thousands of savings bank passbooks were held lii conveyances for the delivery of mail. Then the
Herardlnelll. Crime was comIncreased to t,!i) a year but the requirements mitted In Albuquerque Monday, FebAbsolutely
the latter part of thu Ilr-- t half of the current year as
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
ruary 4.
collaterals for loans by till.' ami liu-- i companies, which were not modified in the least particular.
PER TON
$6.50
C.
il
C.
A.
rur
and
GRANDE.
average
A
length of the trips which the
ATTRACTION
GUARANTEED
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
The
loans had been negotiated for really transactions.'
miles.
$6.50
PER TON
tan- is in opulent currier makes six days each week Is twenty-eigh- t
That not all of the money of
niii.i.i:
hands Is to lie Inferred from lues.- !ikiiiv. and from '!.e 11.. is not allowed to take the weather into account, l ot Ml ONLY A I MU.OY'S.
SOc, 75c, St.OO
Prices,
fact that tin- - savings banks lead Hi. ;iu-- t . i'ii panics by itain or snow, mud and cold, are not mitigating condiAnd o it is hard on the carrier and hanlei
almost $ luii.uiiij.oij".
tions.
sk rmoe
still on his horses.
city
unmounted
the
of
legislature
city
orth
The
in the
continues to lecen, petitions deBIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
manding the abolition of public gambling.
There carriers receive tboO per annum for their services; t lie
FOR
12.25 AND 12.75
seems to have been created a considerable .sentiment on mounted carriers $230 more, or $1,100. Hut tho rural
II it k i
i
w ii
is Tin: WOKI.n (OMINC
the subject in various parts of the territory.
That the carrier has a harder task than cither and ho gets the
l?oer
Hall
of
l'lace
Recreation.
right.
TO
legislature Kill take action on the iUcstn,n, seems as- least money of all. It isn't fair and it isn't
sured, but which of lite several bills Introduced will be
That the rural free delivery service has come, to
502
SOUTH
FIRST
STREET.
First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
i'.tyoiii us. lint wo knn thu tin
adopted is not by any means so certain. The Citizen stay Is an undisputed fact. Perhaps its being one of
le who inhabit thi.s part of It will
peni
explains
the
postal
service
published in full the Spless bill when it was presented the newest features of thu
udi'. to I heir health, length of life ami
it
and In the legislative proceedings In this Issue of til) undei payment of the carriers, for the huge postal
happiness if they eat Hailing'.. Ilroail.
However, if we are
paper will be found a copy of th.- bill introduced and
must be given consideration.
Same thing true of our rolls, pirn ami
E X PERT
pusscd by the house yesterday.
Either, It appears, to have the rural free delivery service, and we are
other pastry. Suro you
uic the
no
deficit.
could accomplish the purpose desired, but the house bill we should pay for It, deficit of
r
Shoemaking
name?
O
and
Repairing
And likely, the more the deficit Is increased the
of Mr. Marlines, while less drastic In penalty, Is more
speedy in the method of prosecution, ami therefore pre- so.oi.tr congress will get clown to brass tacks and cut
Finest Whiskies
103 N. Fir at
PIONEER BAKERY,
No matter what bill shall be passed, off the tree seed and the mail grafts, will puy only for
ferred by many.
207 South First Strra't.
mails as the railroads haul.
if It be elllcient and that efficiency will always depend the lransiortation of
Wines, Brandies. Etc. J
The Citizen Print Shop Is S
upon local sentiment pulling the law into execution
Instead of on the basis which Representative Murdock
V where you can act the most for
BARNETT, Prop'r.
FKK'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAL(he believers iii the evils of open gambling will rise uu of Kansas has properly condemned, and at the same J JOSEPH
j TON'S
if your money. We print every.
DKltt STORE.
I
AND
SAMRLC
propWell done, good and rates w hich the railroads receive for Irunspoi ling
and call the legislators blessed.
e thing but greenbacks end peat.
I
CLUB ROOM
West Railroad Avenue
s age stamps. Either phone.
faithful servants, will be the laurel wreath for the erty committed to the care of the express companle
you
want rsc!ta la kdvertialDg.
If
n
and olher special interests. Ieaven worth Times.
brow of the lawmakers.
trv so Evening Citiien want ad.
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How Are YOUR Reckonings?

IS

DOCKET LEGISLATURE

EVENING

The Baby's Pad

HARD AT ITS

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

LABORS

TERM

Judge bbott Maps Out Ex(Continued from Page One.)
house bill No. 189 providing for bettensive WorK For Coming
ter observance of the Sabbath day.
Keferred to the Judiciary committee.
SessIon . Sets 40 Cases.
The following Is a list of case set
for Jury trial at the March. 1907,
term of the district court, within an 1
for the county of Bernalillo:
Tuesday March IS.
Case No. 6533 Los Angeles Conl
Co., represented by B. S. Kodey, vj.
by
Crescent Coal Co., represented
Chlldera & Dobson.
Case No. 6084 Whitney Co., represented by T. N. Wllkerson, vs. A. A.
Shaw, et al., represented by II. M.
Dougherty.
Case No. 6315 Goo. Lewis, et al.,
represented by It. W. D. Bryan, vs.
M. E. Becker, ct al., represented by
.
B, Gillette.
& Eakin,
Cose NO. 6577 Mellnl
represented by B. F. Adams, v
Atanaclo Casnus.
Case No. 6058 Jennie Fischer vs.
Dan Dlckerson, represented by A. J.
Mitchell.
Case No. 6672 Abran Dlmas, represented by M. C. Ortiz, vs. Eslav'o
Vigil, represented by W. C. Heaeock.
6729 Beshara Isaac
Case No.
Bacarat, represented by Chavez &
Sedlllo, vs. Domingo Valles, et al.
'
Case No. 6764 Mariano P. Sena,
represented by AV. C. Heaeock, vs.
Vicente Armljo.
Case No. 6784 Joel M. Setzer, represented by Klock & Owen, vs. Bell
Savely, represented by T. N. Wilker-so-

n.

Case No. 6892 Kllas Grndl ,appe'.-levs. Jose de la Lux Chavez, appellant, represented by W. C. Heaeock.
Wednesday. March 20.
Case No. 6441 Ooldschmtdt Bros.,
represented by E. W. Dobson and O.
N. Marron, vs. ltachechl & Uioml,
represented by VV. U. Chllders.
Case No. 6843 Cesarlo Gonzaler,
represented b y W. C. Heaeock, vs.
Antonio M. de Sandoval, represented
by Klock & Owen.
Case No. 6896 Carlos B. Chaves,
represented by V. C. Heaeock and M.
O. Ortiz, vs. Beshara Isaac Bacara;,
represented by Chavez & Sedillo.
Case No. 6897 Beshara Isaac Bacarat, represented by W. C. Heaeock,
vs, Isalas B. Chavez, appellant, represented by M. C. O 'M and Chavez &
e,

Kediilo.

l.j.lo

Bros., repCase No. 7018
resented by M. C. Ortiz, vs. Maxima
tlriego, appellant, represented by B.
F. Adams.
Thursday, March 21.
Case No. 6961 D. S. Day and 1). S.
Day assignee, vs. T. O. Ames, represented by Klock & Owen.
Case No. 7033 C. A. Hudson, repvs.
resented by T. N. Wllkerson,
Frank Armstrong, represented by
H'ckey & Moore.
I'ridiiy, March 22.
Case No. 6988 Territory of New
Mexico, represented by F. W. Clancy,
vs. Chas. E. Crary.
Case No. 70 4 4 Kslavlo Vigil, represented by W. C. Heueoek, vs. Man- by
uel Lopez, appellant, represented
.
It. W. D. Bryan.
Case No. 7047 Mercedes Chavez &
Co., represented by M. C. Ortiz, vs.
Maximo Griego, appellant, represented by B. F. Adams.
Monday, March 25.
Case No. 6 822 W. J. Khoenberger,
represented by Klock & Owen, vs. II.
Benjamin & Co., represented by W. C.
Heaeock.
Case No. 6993 M. C. Westbrook,
represented by Hlckey & Moore and
O. N. Marron, vs. Albuquerque Electric Power Co., represented by W. B.
Chllders.
Tuesday, March 2fl.
Case No. 7014 Donaciano dalle-gorepresented by N. H. Field, vs.
represented by
M. Mandell, et al.,
McMillen & Kaynolds and Klock &
.

s,

Owen.

Wednesday, March 27.
Case No. 6571 Donaciano (Jalle-gorepresented by Kellx H. Lester,
vs. Mauriclo Ortiz, et al., represented by Klock & Owon.
Case No. 7172 F. Armljo y Otero,
etc., represented by Chavez & Sedillo,
vs. Alberto A. Armljo, et al., represented by Klock & Owen.
Case No. 7179 Edgar N. Wilson,
represented by B. W. D. Bryan, v.
Henry J. Farmer, represented by W.
11. Childers.
Case No. 7180 Teresa Bruno, represented by W. C. Heaeock, vs. Jo?
Vergollo, represented by O. X. Marron.
Case No. 7188 Michael A. Boss,
represented by W. B. Chllders and O.
N. Marron. vs. Clark M. Carr, et al.,
represented by E. L. Medler.
Case No. 7297 E. V. Chavez, represented by Hickey & Moore, vs. C. TS.
Apponyl.
Thursday, March 2H.
Case No. 7192 Bank of Commerce, represented by W. B. Childer.
vs. Oscar Lohman,
represented by
Bonham & Wade.
Case No. 7208 Andres Trujillo v.
Tomas Klbera appellant, rcpreseined
by W. C. Heaeock.
Case No. 7257 Hubert A. Miller,
represented by Hickey ti Moore, vs.
K. J. Harwlck, etc., represented by H.
F. Kaynolds.
IVIday, March 2I.
Case No. 7205 Morelll
Zito. represented by W. C. Heaeock, vs. Har- - v
D. Gocidin, etc., appellant represented by Summers Burkhart.
Saturday, March JIO.
Case No. 7 2 T3 Levi K. Thompson,
represented by O. N. Marron.
Laura Krawink.d, et al., gama-dice- ,
represented by H. F. Kaynolds.
s,

-

.

M

Case No. 6 750 The Sisters of
Charity of Cincinnati, (dii i, vs. Ca.l
Hod man. (Joes to end u' list fur July
trial.
Case No. 717B Joseph S hmitt vV
Southwestern Brewery
Ire Co.
First case after
of cnm- inal docket.
-.

Ca.--e

No.

C'.ift',

Clifton Hill, el al.
No. 717fi.
Case No.

71'.'t-

.latin o Smith.
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KK1MV.
iew York, March 8. James It.
Keene has sued E. H. Harrtman o
gain part of the profits. Harrlm n
acknowledged before the Interstate
commerce PlimmUtllnil ho tool
la
out of the Southern Pacilic stocks.
The writ was issued today. Keene Is
aiso laaing steps to sue the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Company,
which handled the financial end of
some of the big Southern Pacific
deals. It Is understood that the present action against Harriman is in
connection with the sale, four and a
htlf years ago, of 300,000 shares of
treasury stock to William Ko k. r,
which transaction was intended
to defeat Keene's purpose of gaining
control of the Southern Pacific stock
He had bought it far below fifty when
he was convinced that the sto k
was earning about five per cent. He
called on Harriman in the name of
the stockholders to declare a dividend.
Before the time came to vote on
the proposition William Kockefell. r
appeared with the 300,000 shares of
treasury stock that had been told to
him secretely.
Harriman
asserted
the earnings were to be put into improvements instead of distributing
them to the stockholders.
fel-le-

These come in white and vernis martin.
A

GREETED

ALBERT FA BUR'S

BY

HOUSE

"Lost his reckonings and went on the rocks."
This tells the story of the downfall of many a se.i
captain and many another man.
Did you ever see a great vessel feeling Its way uncertainly through the fog? Did you ever see one. fearlessly and confidently, hurling Itself Into the thlckeil
weather?
Did you ever stop to consider what kind of a navigator YOU are?
No, you didn't, and It's about time you began '
size yourself up.
A bright young man with an exceptionally good
education, like thousands of other bright young men.
once secured an audience with the city editor of a great
newspaper.
"What is it?" asked the editor.
"I thought I might get a position as a reporter."
"Had experience?"
"Yes, sir; a little."
"Can you hold down a job in a city as large ns
this'.'"
"Well er I guess so."
"You can leave your name and address."
The bl ight young man never got his Job.
A few minutes later a rough young man, with fur

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

Tennes.se

Coal

I'nlon Pacitic
It. S. S. com
S. S. pfd
Greene Con
Santa Fe Copper
North Butte
Copper Kange
Calumet and Arizona
(lid lloiiiiinion
Shannon
Mav cotton
Total sales, 1,906,100.
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Summary of Conditions.
London market generally depressed under influence of decline in New York.
Southern Hallway dividend meeting
today.
ijondon settlement begins on Tues
day.
London expects stiffer money rates
next week on account of Japan loan
on Monday and Torinigniiy
settle
ment.
Grain rales advanced from Illinois
to sea hoard.
Thirty-thre- e
roads for fourth week
111
February show average gross in
crease of 6.34 per cent.
Twelve industrials declined .76 per
cent.
Twenty active lailroads
declined
1.K0 per lent.
New York, Mar. 8.

the members of the troupe have exceptionally good voices and the souk
numbers were received with inu h
appreciation.
The make-up- s
of to
comedians also were clever, and the- actors keep a vein of humor floating
through the evening's program. The
minstrels have been making annual
visits to Albuquerque for the pat
several years, and their entertainment last night was up to the standard in every particular.

W
book.

"No."

J

J
I

HEN you pay all bills b y check, your business is recorded
accurately.
Each Item show for Itself. There U a correct record of all recelcta and exDendltures In vour hnk

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou hav positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
we give the same careful attention to both large and small

"What can you do?"
"I can get the news."
"You're on."
The first young man was but mm of many who have
never risen above the horlxon of the world's work. The
second is now one of the greatest powers In Journalism
on tho Pacific slope.
What was the difference?
one had no definite idea of his own capabilities.
He groped feebly, helplessly backward, instead of forward. His reckonings were confused and he went on
the rocks of failure.
The other knew where he was going, and brushed
aside, as unimportant, all obstacles that blocked his
progress. His reckonings were accurate and he knew
it. That was all there was to it.
How about you? Io you know where you are
now? Better figure It out. The rocks may be nearer
than you think.

account.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

i
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DEALER IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
China ware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

LOST BULLION SCHEME

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Now York Stocks.
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
American Locomotive
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Kapld Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Chicago Northwestern
IJenver and KIo Grande
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacilic
Mexlc-,1Central
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Northern Pacific
Ontario mid Western
Pennsylvania
Heading com
Itock island com
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
St. Paul

Putt System Into Your Business

less education than the first, pushed the office boy aside
nnd stood before the city editor.
"What do you want?"
"I want a Job n your paper."
"Any experience?"

BEGAN WITH ROMANCE

?

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

There Was an Armored Knight, Wearing K 315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
Shield! of Spain Thousands
Feli Into the Trap.
The following printed In pamphlet
The only work done is the cutting
form shows the advertising methods a noie some sixty feet deep,
piles of
adopted by the Lost Bullion Spanish ore saiu lo De visible
were not seen
Mines company, which was recently by the officers.
The beautiful roexposed as a wild cat scheme, says mance has been heard
by none of tho
the Silver City Independent
natives of. the vicinity, and the whole
The romance of the Lost Spanish of Silver City has felt Itself outraged
mine is set forth in a pamphlet sent by the tale.
Is considerable
to prospective purchasers of stock. A real wealth of There
metal at and around
breast-plate- d
grandee of Cortex' army Silver City.
of conquest Is fancied to have crossed
first complaint was made by
the Rio Grande In New Mexico and to theThe
Press. There was printhave found the mine near what is ed inAssociated
the circular of the company a
now known as Silver City
facsimile
of
a
news
article, unuer the
The grandee Is averred to have Associated Press line,
telling of the
worked the mine for a decade, ex alleged
finding
of
the
lost mine. The
tracting untold wealth, which he sent news association
ever hnvlns
denies
to his relatives In distant Spain, andiK,.,
'
J.
1
,h
"r""
aVU
then a party of savage Indians came IV' furnished ,"
by
of the
along and wiped him out, along with company are to
the
effect
an erthat
army
rest
mythical
the
No one
of the
was made by the printer, who set
escaped to tell the tale. The mine ror
up
the
article
to
lie
printed
In
a minwsa lost.
The article is said to have
Many efforts are said to have been ing paper.
appeared. The Associated Press
made to locate It during the last really
three centuries, ami many men are complained directly to the chief of
supposed to have lost their lives in the postal Inspectors at Washington.
The other complaints were registerthe Bearch, but it remained hidden
d
until a lowly
found it again ed with the Denver office at the fed- eral building, and the lnvpRtlirntl.in
few vexra nirn. Thruncrh .Ipv
handH It Ih aupposed to have come ' h,,M lH'en "luletly carried on for
a
into the poseH.Hion of the Lost Hul- - number of weekn.
lion Spanish Mine company.
The exposure of the scheme
no
The above name.l concern tfvee a
to the people
7l
decrlption of the oil working. There For month,
'JiS
M
are claimed to be miles of tunnels. olhera have been in receipt of letters
The only difficulty mentioned is that from all over the United stntn. tnuV- the old method of carrying out the IriR Inoulry
to the truth of the repore has left the property without a resentations, as"and
it is evident from
proper means of ei. trance, and money the many letters of
Inquiry received
is needed to drive shafts and tunnels lhat the advertising has
been extento tap the veins
sively conducteu nil over the United
The company Is Incorporated for States, but especially in the east.
The
llu.ooo.onu with that number of same Kch-nthen operated by the
shares of a par vaiue of tl each. The tleronlmo Copper
company
exwas
4
0
stock has been koM at
cents, ami posed by the
last May
the prospectus nan the price is to and as Mated atIndependent
time
that
the
people
be advanced to uU ents March 1.
of Silver City are
ln,io-,,.i..
flie inspectors . lim thev found What mwh .,.i(,,..i. naturallv
.1
"t
' .'""..
,
workln-'sthe
old
that
miles in length. when
i ,":.U
are nn
,,h
are only u natural cave of Irregular timale there
mining propositions here for
shape.
investment.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

"

Under Heavov Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

."""l"1

half-bree-

llf',

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make the
duties lighter, the care less
and the worries fewer.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
wa
vie
or
AlvaVado,
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Borradaile
117 W.

FE

mint transpired at

)es- -

of the United States
court for the lirst JuJIclal district.
lii'li.-.- McFli; presided and the United
St.il.s v is represented
by United
Slali Attorneys l,ewtllvn and Ieahv
Ivputy United States Marshal W. It.
! 111 l,i s
uaK also 111 ittendunce.
Toward the clo
of Wednesday'
ti
alter the admission of th
proxecutioii that they had no evidence
against them, the court dismissed the
case of the United States vs.
o
Tafoya und Uruss l'adleco, who
were charged with adultery.
Yesterday in the case of the United
Stales against Jacob Aurandt charged
with violation of the postal laws a
postponement was secured till the afternoon session Aurandt was at one
time postmaster at Santa Uruz. but
was removed from his oflluo on a
chaige of embezzlement.
The case of tiie United States vs.
lr. Jim I'abellero mi l Mrs. t'arlotta
SiKiira tor violation of the Kdmunds
act, was set for this afternoon.
The United States grand jury, which
sat during the day, returned one Indictment und one no true Mil. Service
not yet having been secured under the
Indictment, t he name of the person In
the case Is withheld. The no true bill
was in the case of Pesgeorges of jo
'aliente, vho was arrested
011
a
charge of seduction. The marriage
of the parties, however, having mean
time taken place, the case u .1 dropped.

ItAXUII

IXitiS,

Club

.l Alt Wl'l KI,

& Co.

Cold A vc.

Z

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

Mnxl-mian-

30c IMIZUN, AT MAIiOY'S.

Cathedral, Commercial

Household Goods of Every Description

STATES COURT
DOINGS

IX VOUR IIOMfe

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

,

mer-canl-

Tiie
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

e

1

t!i--

Building

A Checking Account

.'

Mihuia's minstrels gave a, pieasin-i
entertainnieiit to a good house at
Elks' theater last night.
Some of

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

303-31- 0

-

A BIG

and Re inforced Wire Mattress

ds

Come la and see them on out floor.

Kansas City Livestock.
linn. 4 (fj 5
pei cent; prime
paper !i
per cent; sliver
Kansas City. Mar. 8. Cattle receipts :!,000, including 500 southerns. 6S c.
Market steady. Southern steers $4.00
c ows
$;l.oo li 4.75 ;
fl 6.S5; southern
ami:kic pax ui: ss com
Metal Market.
s
and feeders $3.75 fi' 5.25:
ki:asi;s stock. stockei
8.- -New Yoi k. Mar
head iiilct.
;
3.5(1
;
5
4
i.t
J.j.oo'.i
25
7.2
calves
bulls
Watcrbury,
Conn.,
March s.
$6.111111 0.30; coppipi., t; win h.intTf!
Stockholders of the American Brass western fed steers $1.10'i 5.90; westcompany, which is the largest con- ern fe. cows $3.00 '.i 4.50.
wd.
St. I.oii
Sheep receipts 4ooo, market strong.
sumer of copper in the world, at the
St. I.ouis, Mn. v Wool
steady;
to. lo'n 5.75; iambs $7.00ui
annual meeting authorized f 15,000, Muttons
urichaiitfeil.
7.60: range wethers $ 5.4 0 'u 6. Go fed
capital stuck. Th.s ew
000 additional
$
es
5.00 Ji 5.50.
new stock will pai tlciputc in the diSH ltcr Market.
vidends of the company payah!,- Autf.
- Spi lt.-St. I.. .wis, Mar
Oinalia Livestock.
sl. aMv,
1st. The company has been expandMiiih.i. Mir.
leceipts. $;.;:,.
ing its business mateiially throughout
the last year. .Numerous additions -- ..'no. .Market steady. Cows and
have bevii made to ma i,u fact u ri rig heifers $2.50 'i 4.50; w estern steers
plants, lniiudiin; tho.. of th hold- J:t.L'5'i 5.5; Texan steers $3.00'
ORDER PLANS TOR
$ J. 25 n 4.25 ;
ing company's subsidiaries and
in 4 4"; eows nnd heifers
most of the shops the men are wont- fanners $2.00 f 3.00; stockers and
ing in relays The company ereetol feeders $3.ii''i 5.00; calves $3.00
..'.
NEW BANK BUILDING
bulis 2.75 it 4.20.
a, new
rolling mill and the
leceipts
Sheep
3.500.
Market
es company, a competit i;
$5.75 li C.50; wethhas also increased its nia; iiif.o t u ri .is st. adv. Yearlings
ers $5.25 'i 5.75 ; ewes $ 4.50 'it 5.5o;
capacity.
J. S. Maclavihh ashler of the First
lambs $i;.75''i 7.60.
National Jtank
M.ittdalcna, lx In
Ill I'Olt l l l STOCK ISM l
city, ucconil niil by tlustave
the
CI i lea so Livestock.
place, for the
Meeker
kovd.
in
of
t
the
lie
Chicago. Mar. 8. Cattle receipts, purpose
Philadelphia,
Pa.. March V Re- lono
inakln. arrangements with
.Market strong.
Beeves $4.25 Architect oft'risly
peated assertions
Heading
I
the
that
plans
for a brick
.9ii; cows and heifers $ .75 (it 6.25 ; building for
w as preparing
to issue t 5o,iioij,ikio hi
.V
bank. Th
and feeders $2,751( 5.00: brick for thethestt igdalena
so short term tvics were belli Ve, to stockeis
have
tun
already
;
$
4. 5 ''I 4.75
$ti.005i'
calves
Tcx.tns
be the cause
the decline in the'
been arranged P
with a Santa Fe
jo.
'1 ie
stock of that r ad
Notwithstanding
company.
brick
oiitract
for the
Sheen receipts 3000. Market ste.nlv. hull. ling is to be iet Immediately
denials from otticial sources, tho re- Sheep
on
$ 3.75 Ht 5.65 ; lambs $ 4.7 5 'w 7.60.
port is persistent that the Beading
plans.
the
completion
the
of
$
i
.,)' hdl hrdlu uuun n Tonight Mr. .V ict ish and Mr.
company Is arranging to issue short u'j
term notes. A house that has cl v
Hecker leave for Xe.v York, where
Produce Market.
they go to buy go. mIs f ir the Ilecker-'- s
relations with ilitluenllal interests In
Chicago.
8.
Closing
quota
Mar.
HI, k knell compa'
general store at
the company made every effort to
Magdalena, and
so tutures for the
trace the rumor, but was assured no tions:
May
July
Wheat
78'4.
such lino or railroad is preparing to
bank
bulldiio.'
lim
May 47l; July 46,j(ii,
Corn
turn over t the Beading company
July 37 7Mr38.
oats May
l.5oil.ooil
four per cent
TltADK
I'Olt OIH
Park Mav $16 SO; July $16.65.
bonds in payment of funds advanced
May
$9.60;
July $9.65.
WD Will, II U I Silt W ItKllKIKK,
Lard
by tin- - Beading. The stock touched
1111. 1,
v
May $9.22 4 n 25; July $9.30. Asi-j
1
Kibs
s,
t.i;i
.i
U2' or within ' of a point of the
TOMATOKS,
UftKUi
Ltrt'l't X K,
low Injure in May last, just after ti e
Money Market.
KAIHSIIKS. Till MuVAItUH UWD-t'UltSan Francisco flic und earthquake.
New York, Mar.
on call

ii;ii:u

Well-Ma-

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

:

No.
C
Case
720 I'etronella
Crane vs. James H. Smith et al. This
rase follows No. 7196.

MINSTRELS

PICK-- I PS O.N TIIK KI.OOR.
In the
There are mime
house. This fact developed when after a long hard afternoon session, the
hands of the clock Indicated 6 o'clock.
There was a lull In the proceedings
and the members were lounging In
their chairs when Captain Kuppe began to softly whistle "mess call." It
may have been that this burst of
martini music came unconsciously,
but at any rate the legislators took
the hint and some one promptly
moved to adjourn for mess.
The Capital City Is full of rumors
these days. Among the reports circulated Is that one of the next appointments to be made will be that of territorial auditor, and that the place
will continue to be filled by W. G.
Sargent. As his friends say, Sargent
has earned the Job and ought to have
It if there Is gratitude In poltics.
Bob Gortner, the district attorney
for Santa Fe county, is connected
with the reports concerning the rilling
of the office of attorney general, soon
to be vacated by Held, who Is longing
for a more quiet life far from the
haunts of administration
machine
maneuvers. If Clancy doesn't get the
place. It is asserted "Bob" is the next
on the slate.
Price Walters, the statesman from
San Juan county, Is filled with a Joy
so pure and unadulterated
that It
resembles Mrst love. That bee bill
passed tho house without opposition.
It is currently reported In legislative circles that Captain Kuppe,
of the minority, and who occupies a lonesome position following the
wagon
In an effort to "hook on,"
band
will never speak again during this
session of the legislature.
This has
caused considerable surprise among
his acquaintances here, who did not
give him credit for that much
If he doesn't speak it won't
do any harm.
AN ACT TO PKOHIBIT GAMBLING
IN THE TEKKITOKY
F NEW
MEXICO.
Be it enacted by the legislative Assembly of the territory of New
Mexico.
Section 1. It shall hereafter be unlawful In the territory of New Mexico
to own, conduct or operate, or to use,
or by lease or otherwise permit the
use of. any premises for the conduct
or operation of, any banking or percentage game or games of chance, by
whatsoever name known, played with
cards, dice or any other device for
money, checks, credit or any other
representative of value.
Section 2. Any person who shall
violate the provisions of this act shall
upon conviction thereof be punished
by a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars and Imprisoned in the county
Jail for not less than one month nor
more than six months. In the discretion of the court trying the case.
tfec. 3. Violations of this act shall
be prosecuted in the district courts
of the territory upon Indictments or
information, but Justices of the peace
may sit as committing magistrates
In all such cases.
Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the
district judges to especially charge
grand Juries to diligently Investigate
and inquire Into all alleged vlolatons
of this act and to return Indictments
whenever warranted by the evidence
adduced before them.
Sec. 5. The fines assessed and collected under the provisions of this act
shall go to the benefit of the school
fund of the school district, in which
the offense. Is committed, except In Incorporated cities, towns or villages. In
which one-ha- lf
of such tines shall go
to such incorporated city, town or village.
Sec. 6. All laws anil parts of laws
authorizing the licensing of gambling
in New Mexico, and all laws and parts
of laws in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed, and this act shall take effect
and be in force from and after May
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PAINT

Covers more, looks

best, wears
PAPER Always in stock.
XJme,
Planter.
Cement
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AXD COAL AVE. ALUCQIEUQCE, NEW HEX.

the longest, most economical; full measure
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LAS VEGAS

II
Wide Reaching Plans Adopted
to Dispose of 100.000
Acres to Colonies.

smiiHtinslsT
MADE

BE

BY STATED

TIMES

Father of Scientific Dry Farming
Much Pleased With Prospects
of Meadow City.
A
hundred
thousand additional
Acres of land of the grant east of
GalliiKVH Tiver Is to be thrown open
to settlement as rapidly as possible.
Thin will Insure the colony of Zlon
City farmers, who have alrenrly plained to locate In San Miguel county
and will also permit the South and
West Land company to go to much
srreator expnsf in bringing homr-eekehere by the train load ns the
company can aiTord to advertise heavily In view of the greater profits.
The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas grant yesterday agreed to a
contract with Fred V. Browne releasing to him 100.000 acres und;r
the following conditions: He is to
receive 60,000 acres of unoccupied
land lying east of the Galllnas river
Sot J 1.50 per acre, but will be compelled to put up a cash bond of $10,-0- 0
to have the land disposed of by
the first of March. 1908, at whtjh
families must be
time seventy-fiv- e
residing on the land and cultivating
any
of
soil.
these conditions
If
the
are not carried out, the unsold land
will revert to the grant board aid
Mr. Browne will forfeit the 10,000.
In case the stipulations are fullllled,
Mr. Browne receives the remaining
40,000 acres at 2.50 per acre, at
which time he Is to put up another
bond of 1 10,000 to sell this land witn-i- n
aix months, or by August 1st, if
the game year, and to have 175 families located and farming the land on
the entire tract he is given to sell by
March 1, 1909. If these conditions
are not carried out the bond is forfeited and he unsold land reverts to
the board.
Mr.
Browne already controls a
largo tract on the mesa. He purchased of A. W. Thompson the 50,000
acres which had been contracted o
film by the grant board, which is to
be Bold, according to agreement, iy
the first of August of this year. He
has been exceedingly successful with
this tract. Together with Rev. It. A.
Morley, 20,000 acres have been sold
and 30,000 remains in his hands, but
lie says thai he has already disposed
If any porof 10,000 acres of this.
tion of this land is not sold by the
to the
revert
August.
will
It
first of
.grant, but if this occurs, It will in io
way Invalidate the new contract.
y
Mr. Browne states that a large
of Dowleites is assured. A
report has been made to the
land and the Zlon City farmers are
anxious to locate and begin active
The church
farming operations.
wanted 100,000 acres of land before
they located here, but Mr. Browne
to
made arrangements with them
tart with 50,000 acres and If within
lofamilies
year
one hundred
one
cated on the land to make their permanent homes they will be given i
much more territory as they need.
The vice president and treasurer o'
the South and West Land company
are in Zion City this week to talk the
matter over with the leaders of the
church, and making arrangements
for an extension of the farmers of
Deacon Peters, one if
that faith. spirits
of Zion City, w.io
the leading
was here recently looking over the
mesa. Deacon Cotton, second to Mr.
Peters in influence, and the banker
of the church, together with one of
the prominent elders of the Zioir it
faith, will accompany the excursion
to this city In about two weeks. The
pectal leaves Chicago on March 19.
It is estimated that there are 30,000
heads of families, followers of Dowi-- ,
who are scattered over the United
to gather Into
States who would likepurpose
of worcommunity for the
ship, but who can not go to Zlon City
farm
no
available
because there is
Many ot
land owned by the church.
these people wish to get In a community where they can have their
mingle
wltn
and
own churches
neighbors of their own belief and
of
proposition
the
welcome
they
in the we.'t
forming a settlement
Bewhere land is cheap and fertile.
sides the thousands in America, there
n
are many converts to the new
South
residing in Australia,
who
America, Africa, and Europe
rs

col-ion-

wish to come to this country, and
v ho w ill bp glad of nn opportunity
locate In the western colony to he
li
formed, nccordlng to statement.! i.f
the leaders of the church.
Hereafter the South and West Land
company will linve
two
cars of
h omeseekers for Lns
Vegas twice a
month, one from Dos Moines and the
other from Chicago, and even this
may be Increased later.
The board of trustees of the Ln.
Vegas grant will hold all grant lanJ
under the government reservoir site
and It will not be sold to anyone,
for .any purpose, at present.
rrofOKWtr t'nmplM-l- l Talks.
Professor V. H. Campbell, father
of the Campbell S'ystem.
Scientific
Soil Culture, left the cltv this afternoon on No. 10 for the Panhandle of
Texas, where for the past two years
he has had two experimental farms,
after making a flying trip of Insnec- tlon of the grant lands lying eat
of the Galllnas river.
He was sent here by the Industrial
department of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa I'e liailroad company to
look over the situation for scientific
soil culture, and states that he wm
very miii h pleased by what he saw.
II. says that the soil Is Ideal, the
ranfall better than he expected and
that there H apparently nothing laek-iii- g
but "duration.
He said that It
had been his experience during the
past twenty years, that the possibility of dry farming was bard to Inculcate In the average mind.
Mr. Campbell drove out over the
mesa this morning with N. S. Helden,
D. T. Hosklns and A. C. Krb. and le
was enthusiastic over what had been
done already
towards producing
crops. He said 1hat a finer piece of
winter wheat is seldom seen at this
time of year than that on the Krb
and Westernian farm, and he const
wonderful the ease with which
water Is found at every place ot
which an effort has been made o i
the great tract of land.
After n short visit at his Texas
farms. Mr. Campbell will make a flying trip to San Francisco on business, but Informed his friends In Las
Vegas that he will be back here soon
and make further observations.
Tle
says that he Is going to try to
it so that he can make frequent visits here.
In an Interview, the pioneer farmer of western arid lands, told some
Interesting stories of his experience
which may help to cheer up the
many doubters
who continue to
croak that this or that cannot be
done.

He said that his first attempt at
scientific soil culture was undertaken
in 1900 In western Kansas. That portion of the state In which he located
had once been entirely settled, b'jt
was again depopulated
as farmers
from the east could not make it go.
Oood looking land was selling at from
fifty cents to a dollar an acre. He
located on a farm which was said to
be the poorest In the country . It
had been operated for fourteen years
and the owner had never cut but one
crup during that time. He had raised since taking hold of It, six consecutive crops, and has never harvested less than 40.5 bushels of winter wheat up to as high as 51 bushels,
to the acre.
In the year of 190-- the wheat crop
In western Nebraska was almost an
entire failure and out of upwards of
20.00 acres sown In Hitchcock county, only ten per cent was cut. "The
largest yield outside of our farms,"
said Mr. Camuhell, "was ten buslv.ls
to the acre. We got forty-on- e
bushels that same season, which tested
sixty pounds. The fact Is that an unusually dry season cuts no figure
when a man prepares for It." Las
Vegas Optic.
ANGRY

ITlES"

fav-tirab- le

re.!-glo-

BROTHER'S EAR OFF
When passenger train No. 9 reached the Southern Pacific depot at Col-toWednesday afternoon a pusen-ge- r
left the train and went In search
of the officers, whom he found In the
court room, to have them arrest a
woman who bit her little brother's
ear off, says the San Bernardino InBeyond a doubt his story was
dex.
proven to bo true.
It seems that
In a family on that certain train there
were a large number of children.
When the train was just this side of
Beaumont one good sized boy was
missing and one of the men of the
party stopped over to hunt him as he
was supposed to have left the train.
Shortly after the train was under way
again, the iad appeared.
This angered an older sister to such an extent that she began beating the child
and finally bit on ear oft before the
passengers could rescue tne child
from the hands of the Infuriated woman.
Before Officers Bagley, Maglll
and Adkins reached the station the
train had pulled out.
n

GALLUP

COAL

.

EVENING CITIZEN.

BOXES SELL AT

$7,000

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPIiK.

FOR THE BARNUM

MAN

1 can tell
person who is constipated
Their complexion it pasty
on sight.

Senator Clark Preparing
Spend Millions In Colorado Coal Fields.

George Ade will appear at the Bar-nubenefit, savs the I.os Angeles Examiner.
Mr. Ade. while not narticu- larly famous us u Thespian, will hav:
a few words to say If the audience
Insists.
George liarnum Is u Iamb. George
Ade is a Lamb. That Is the answer.
Any Lamb will go the limit for another Lumb.
When Mr. Ade learned that Mr.
ISirnum was to have a benefit at the
I .clasco
theater the afternoon of
Marc h 12 he Imniediate.ly announced
his Intention of purchasing a box and
contributing his large
7 U"0
smile
to the Joyous occasion.
What Is more, he wired to
for the prompt book of "Marsp
Covington," a one-aplay which M.
Ade considers the best thing he has
ever done.
The singular thing about this one-apiece Is the fact that there are n.)
women In It. It is played by five men;
the scene Is laid In the ante room of
a gambling house and the action revolves around the person of Cap;.
Covington B. Halllday, a broken-d- o a:i
southern aristocrat without a sou in
his pocket, hungry but proud and
ready to fight at the drop of the hat
There are flashes of the Ade humor
In the piece.
Tho proprietor of the
gambling house Is a refined "hick"
who has bought himself a Tuxedo and
wants nobody but gentlemen In his
place. Ade says this part should be
played by a good square-Jawe- d
actor.
Next to the part of Marse Covington, In importance, is that of Uncle
Lan, a slavery days negro,
polite, deferential, well trained, with an overwhelming reveren e
e
for the
aristocracy of the
south and for Captain Halllday in
particular, because he was born on
the plantation owned by the captala's

they do.

1

zig-za-

,

New-Yor-

ct

soft-spoke- n,

THIEVES PICKING BRANDS

Some one has been running off cattle and picking the brands, says the
Orogrando Times.
A calf belonging to W. N. Fleck
was found near the reservoir, the
brand of which had been picked and
altered In such a manner that at first
sight It might have passed for an- -
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OmCKRB AND DIRKCTORB
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
President
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEB
Caahler
R. A. FROST
Asalatant Caahler
H. F. RAYNOLD3
Director
U. B.
R09ITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,008.18
$250,000.01

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

right

Commercial Printing

.

.

NEW MEXICO

.

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

20,000.00

.

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
O. N. MARRON.

HERNDON.

r

It is fair to presume that all of
Frank Beamish's friends will be
pleased to give him a hearty reception
when he appears here next week as
the bright star In .Harry B Linton's
"A Stranger In Town," the latest farce

NOT YET, BUT VERY SOON, GENTLE GENTS

and

Oi

Our Work

12

comedy with music. A carefully selected company has been engaged to
support the star and Includes such
well known players as Edward Allor,
How to Rcmnln Young.
Fitzgerald. Herbert Heir, Aland Arthur
To continue young In health
bert Homburg, Rita Knight, Jessie
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan, Harrington, Louise Frazler,
Edna
McDonough, Ga., did.
She says: Ward, Annette Peters, Mable Gordon
curof
Bitters
Electric
bottle
"Three
and many others.
ed me of chronic liver and stomach
trouble complicated with such an WIRKI.KSS FROM PFXMAIIK
unhealthy condition
of
the blood
TO TIIH tMTI'.l) STATES
that my skin turned red as flannel.
London, Mar. 7. A Copenhagen
I am now practically 20 years youngdispatch to the Pally Mall says exer than before I took Electric Bit- periments In wireless telegraphy at
ters. I can now do all my work with the Poulsen station were begun last
ease and assist In my husband's week with the United States. The pastore."
Guaranteed at all dealers. per adds that the results are said to
have been satisfactory.
Price 60c.

j.

DEPOSITOItY FOR TIIE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA

CAPITAL.

All Kinds

Sit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-mo- n
Luna, A- - M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot. O. E. Cromwell.

Totter, Salt Rhcnni and Eczema.
These are diseases for which
Chamberlain's
Salve Is especially
valuable. It quickly allays the Itching and smarting and soon effects a
cure. Price, 23 cents. For sale by
all druggists.

"

and IJnturpssiJd Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $159,000.00.

some one.
Marshall Taylor Is working on the
case, and offers a reward of $25 for
Information that will lead to the arrest and conviction of those guilty ot
picking and altering brands In the
meantime, he Is traveling the ranges
about here daily, searching for the
guilty man.

are right

DEPOSITS

MOTS

other brand entirely.
The work has been done recently.
Bob Haley lost a calf within trw
past few days evidently run off by

Our Prices

SAVINGS

ON

t mfc

old-tim-

father.

ALLOWED

With Amp'e Mean

Our customers who have used them say
the Cooper medicines do the work We
sell then.,

"A
TOWN"

INTEREST

headaches, dull
ness, bad complex-io- n
and eventually
SAMllL BOOKf.S.
serious troubles re
sult.
There is no better rule for jtood health
than that the bowels should move every
Reguday otthe same hour if possible.
larity can be acquired by making a habit
of this. Foolish people neglect this and
when chronic constipation effects them
they take pills every few days to force the
bowels to perform their natural function.
As years go on they require more and
This should be stopped.
mure pills.
Cooper's New Discovery will build up
the stomach and cause the bowels to act
naturally. While taking the medicine get
the habit of regularity, then gradually

stop taking the medicine.
Here is a sample of letters from those
who have tried it:
"For sixteen years I have suffered from
stomach and liver trouble, and chronic
constipation, i had frequent headaches
and sjways felt tired and worn out. I
heard of Cooper's New Discovery and
began its use, After I had finished one
bottle I was wonderfully improved. Constipation gave way to a pleasing regularity
of the bowels and I ate better, slept better and felt better than 1 had for months.
It is the greatest medicine I have ever
known." Samuel Booren. 1742 Muosey
Ave., Scranton Pa.

New Mexico

Capital and surplus. $iou,uoo

The

bowels are a sewer.
They carry away
the poisonous refuse. If they dont
act the poisonous
matter is absorbed
by the body, and

m

W. L. Bretherton, financial representative of former I'nited States Senator William A. Clark, of Montana
and New York. Wednesday talked for
the first time for publication leiatlve
to tho vast undertakings which the
noted copper king is now launching
In this direction of the
southwest,
says the Tiinlilad Chronicie-Nes.
Mr. liretherton was ut his oilii e
In the Castle Hall building for the
first lime in some days, ns he hut
been at Weston and beyond in the Interests of Mr. Clark.
"1 Just returned from Callus, N.
M.. where Senator Clark has vast coal
Interests," ho began.
"I started the
camp at Gallup, and a town has
grown up around the camp a veritable little city.
"Hut Oallup is essentially a coal
camp.
The camp which am building for Senator ("lark on the former
Adams property will be both coal and
coke and we aim to make It the equal
of any in the west.
"None of the coal or coke will be
offered for public consumption, however. The entire output will be used
by the vast Industries
of Senator
Clark, which are so gigantic that they
can consume tho entire supply.
"As you know, he has mammoth
Interests In Montana In the Silver
How country around
This
Butte.
coal and coke camp we are now Installing will be Just for his own
plants.
"As for our railroad, we will naturally tap the first road. Tills will
be the Colorado & Wyoming, and wi.
No.
will tap the same at Weston.
we will not go to Stonewall. We will
g
off quite some miles awav,
although our line will be In that
neighborhood.
"We can tap the Colorado & Wy
oming at Weston In a third of the
time that it would take to build Into
Trinidad.
What we will do later on
Is a matter for the future to take
care of.
"The senator Is now In New Yoik.
He may and may not come here. If
ho starts he would telegraph me at
once.
He Is a very busy man and
when he moves he moves very quickly.
I should not, however, be surprised to hear of his coming at any
hour.
"Senator Clark Is not a man to attempt to 'hold up' a city, a statement
I have seen credited to certain city
officials.
He Is beyond such a step.
On the contrary. Senator Clark Is a
man who alms to Improve and upbuild a city and has never attempted
to 'hold up' anyone, let alone a municipality."
Mr. Bretherton Is here to stay. With
his wife he has Just taken a suite In
the McLaren apartments, and will remain here for the better part of the
year at least.
He has been In the west for thirty
years or more and has been Identified
with Senator Clark for a score of
years.
Mr. Bretherton has so far been to
busy that he has neglected the
straightening up of his oilice fronting
Today, however, he
on Pine street.
Is having a curtain run across the
spacious room and will also have a
big safe Installed.
He Is essentially a man of action.
He Is at his desk every morning at i
o'clock and works until well past the
He is here,
hour for burning lights.
there, everywhere, but he pursues a
well planned, systematic method if
achievement that brings results.
II eknows how to accomplish the
greatest results in the shortest Urn i.
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or yellow. Their
eyes are dull, and
they look and ieel
sleepy. No wonder

George Ade Will Contribute
If Audience
Insists.
to

, 1901.

MONTHMM TRUST CO.

CONSTIPATION.

BENEFIT

TO TRINIDAD

rainw. march

President; Wm.
Cashier;

FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
I

--

We-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Paint Now
...PUBLISHED

before the vines are green and climbing In your way, before the
flowers
will shiimu the appearance of your
building. 'Twill be a better Job aad
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint itself, you can get noae
better lots worse than If your buying of pnlnts. oils, varnishes, putty
etc., is done at

BY...

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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L. B. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Croceries In
In the Southwest.

K

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkole Roofing

First and Marquette

t
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. . M vt v

?

Albuquerque, New M?Tt.- -
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FRIOAY, MAIM II
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107.
We are exclusive agents for
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Hoosler Kitchen Cabinet
A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cab-Intop,
with an aluminum
made of the same material aa
high grade cooking utensils.
bright and
Can be washed
clean In an Instant, ready for
bread and
This
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
deshow you this labor-savin- g
vice.

FEET OF

et

cake-makin-

g.

First

THE FURNITURE MAX.
Corner Coal and Second.
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West End Vlndnrt

CONDEMNED BY

COPPER

EASTERNER

Big

OUR CLOTHING FOR BOYS
take pride in having their boys well dressed,
involves correct style. We are as particular
about boys' styles as about men's but careful that exclusive-nes- s
does not mean high price. Our boys' section was never
so full of novelties never seemed so bright. You are welcome to look never under obligation to buy.
4r
k

MOTHERS

Editor of the Copper Era;
I am but n sojourner
in Arl.oni
and perhaps It Is not laudable that I
should undertake to criticize the morals of your inhabitants, yet it seems
Is well and favorably known here, and getting to a producing basis.
Within
his family will be missed from society a short time he will commence to strange to me that western men, who

COLLARS

ARE PLAYING
P

i

son-in-la- w

anti-Farle-

jo

r

the llnv.

WRECK

COLTON

PACE SGTCH.

FIGHTS

PER CENT

orogrande. X. M.. March S. J. C.
Cole is opening up some Immense ore
bodies In the noith end of the camp-His operating on the Happy Jack,
nnd he Is making a mine of It, nnd Is

Phone S76

circles.
It Js probable that r. T. Klrahan,
chief clerk to Mr. Treleaven. will take
the position vacated by Mr. Miller, but
the appointment Is not yet announced.
FEW CARS AM) NO
ENGINES TO Pl l.l.
Orange shipments over the Santa
Fe route are practically at a standstill at this place nnd the packing
houses nre accepting only a small
percentage of the usual ipiantily of
MOVE-Ufruit from the growers. The same
'condition of affairs prevails at other
points along the Santa Fe. At North
Pomona the Indian Hill Citrus Union
has been compelled to haul Its or- anges
to Pomona and ship them over
Relatives of J. J. Hill .Get Fat the Southern
Pacific.
This condition of affairs Is said to
Jobs on Great
be due to the Inability of the Santa
Fe company to furnish the necessary
cars nnd this shortage is made more
Northern.
serious by lack of locomotives to
move the loaded cars.
this as It may. the oranire grow
.
l'aul, Minn., Mar. S. Scarcely ersHeface
a perlous problem In moving
Is the announcement ninde of the ap- me present
yenr s crop.
pointment of 11. A. Kennedy us Rencr-a- l
superintendent of the Jrent North- RIM. AIMER AT STRIKE
ern, to succeed George Theron Slude,
passes hoise
breakers
of Jumos J. Hill, than It
Sacramento,
Mar. 8. Assembly
man
soon rraiiK
transj'ires that Mr. Kennedy ia man-ngey
uevnn s amended
r.
to beennys assistant frenern.l
He
bill
passed
the
house. The
Thl8 ia said to huve been fully measure makes It lower
unlawful for any
decided upon. Kennedy will be suc- one to serve
as
private
a
ceeded as general superintendent by guard or watchman unless hedetective,
has re
K. L. liroivn, formerly superintendent
In the state six months.
The
of the eastern lines; C. W. Forest, as- sided
bill,
if
It
becomes
prevent
a
will
law.
sistant general superintendent at Min-o- t, the 1'nlted Railroads of San Francis
N. D., will take Mr. Kennedy's co or any other corporation from
place at Spokane as assistant general bringing
strike breakers into
superintendent of the western district, the slate, armed
as was done last May bv the
and Mr. Korest will bo succeeded nt I nlted Railroads.
Mlnot by R. V. Hrynn, now general
MO
superintendent of transportation.
HURLEY SAYS THAT RE
It Is alleged that Mr. Shade resignis not going
big foi
ed because he was unable to follow
Recently a rumor was circulated
to
the dictates of Vice President Louis the effect that J. E. Hurley
reW Hill. Mr. Slade. It is understood, sign as general manager of would
Santa
believed that certain measures would Fe system to take a position the
with the
be; of benetit to the Great Northern;
"Hig
says
Four"
railroad,
the
Kansas
that Louis Hill flatly oposed lis sug- City Star . He was asked about it
gestions and Slade's resignation was recently.
the sequel.
"No, I am not going with the 'Big
The queslion of salary was not nt Four.' '" said Mr. Hurley, "I am
going
stake, as Mr. Slade will not resume to stay with the 'Hig one.'"
active railroad work for a year. His
Inability to work In harmony with
CURE YOUR KlItMAS.
Louis Hill In the face of certain
changes that legislation has made Im- lo Not Endanger Life When an
perative is ascribed as the actual
Citizen Shows You
cause of the rupture.

FATAL

11 BADGER

CITIZEN.

Strike In Orogrande Reads Arlzonans
Lecture
District - J. C. Cole
on Popular Amusement of
Lucky Man.
Dog and Badger Fights.

J. D. EMMONS

:

EVENING

DUE TO CARELESS

Hernardino. Mar. 8. "Inagase
came to his death from crushing Injuries to the skull, caused by a collision on the Santa Fe railroad at Col-totill.. March 1, 1907, that 'said collision was caused by gross negligence
on the part of tl, G. McClennan, conductor of the Salt Lake railroad
company's freight train; that the
Santa Fe railroad company's passenger train No. S5 was running at an
excessive rate of speed at the time of
the collision."
The foregoing verdict was rendered
by six prominent citizens of Colton,
who composed the Coroner's jury In
vestigating the Colton wreck of Friday Conductor McClennan of the
Salt Lake freight admitted leaving the
switch open after the crew had returned from Colton, where they had
lunch. He figured by his watch that
he had ten minutes to make the coupling before the passenger was due.
After coupling the engine to the
train he found the road crossing split
and climbed onto the train to unloose
the brakes on three freight cars. Then
he heard the passenger coming,
climbed down and tried to stop the
train. He was within fifty feet of the
switch stand when the passenger took
the siding.
Engineer McNeil of the passenger
waving
said he saw the trainmen
their arms at half a mile's distance.',
but thought they were switching and
overlooked the switch target which
was weathered out of color. When a
few feet from the switch stand he
saw the switch was turned.
Fireman Kinney of the passenger
train took no notice until he hearu a
yell and turned off the oil cock. The
next Instant he found himself In the
wreckage. The district attorney will
take no criminal action.
San

n,

P. EXPLAINS ITS
SHORTAGE OF CARS
Criticisms relative to the car shortage on the Harriman lines are answered by the officials of the Southern
Pacllic in a statement of the present
conditions from their standpoint, some
f the declarations made are:
Today the Southern Pacific has several thousand cars In Oakland and
'San Francisco, which It is doing its
utmost to get unloaded. When fifteen
to twenty per cent of the rolling stock
of a railroad is tied up at one point
limine elscw here occurs.
Extreme measures have been taken
lo relieve the situation
and it Is
thought with the rapidly Improving
warehouse facilities in the city and
better conditions for teaming that
within a few months the trouble will
lie of the past.
The criticism that there has been
great congestions in yards ami on
main lines, because the track room
was not sufficient to care for the Increased business. Is answered by the
statement that T.tmO locomotives were
built in mni compared with an average of 43.000 during the. preceding
live years During IHH6 nearly 241, OUU
more cars were placed at the disposal
of the Southern Pacific and other railroads in the country. Inning the
same period the Southern Pacific, has
increased its trackage 1 o i miles, or
thirty per cent over the total for 9i",

Why will people continue to

sur.e.-th-

agonies of kidney complain'.,
backache, urinary disorders, lam?,
ness, headache, languor, why a Hew
themselves to become chronic invalids, when a certain cure is offered
them?
Dunn's Kidney Pills Is the rente ly
to use, because It gives to the kidneys
the help they need to perform thu'r
work.
If you have any, even one, of thj
symptoms of kidney diseases, cure
yourself now, before diabetes, dropty
or Bright's disease sets in. Read this
Albuquerque testimony:
Ed. A. Rellly. living at 513 West
Fruit avenue, Albuquerque, N. M
says:
"For pain in the buck or any
of the troubles which arise from irregularity of the kidneys, there is. In
my opinion, no medicine equal to
Doan's Kidney Pills.
The value of
this remedy was first proven to me
about a year ago, and so quickly did
it relieve me of an attack of pain
across my loins that since then I
have scarcely been without
them.
and they have never failed to give
Just the desired results. My advice
to all whom I hear complaining of
backache or fault with the kidneys is
to take Doan's Kidney Pills. They arc
what they are recommended to oe
and a trial is all that is needed to
prove this."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-cents.
llburn Co., Huffal ,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 21
take no other.
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
When a man has trobule with his
stomach you may know that he is
eating more than he should' or of
some article of food or drink not
suited to his age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitually
constipated.
Take Chamberlaii'a
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regulate the bowels and Improve
the
digestion and see If the trouble does
not disappear. Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.
Subscribe for The Citizen aiuJ got
tlie news.

To the

ship to the smelters.
When he took charge of the property there was considerable ore in
sight, but this he disregarded, bending his energies to a greater ore body,
hut one which required development.
In another portion of the claim.
The result Is that he has opened a
body of ore that measures from eleven
to twenty-fiv- e
feet In width, and that
carries S to 12 per cent in copper,
average,
perhaps, of 11 per
with an
cent.
The entire claim Is cut, crossed and
by a vein system that form
a veritable network of
lodes.
Close to the surface the ore
Is in the furm of carbonates, nnd, as
slated, there Is an Immense amount
of this, not only broken, but exposed
in tile reefs that traverse the ground
in many directions.
The new vein, which Is the largest
opened In that section of the district,
Is of such grade nnd width that Mr.
Cole Is about to pass the Happy Jack
Into the list of producing mines of
the Jarillas.
This section of the camp has always
responded readily to development,
and as long ago as a quarter of a century, the prospector first passed ovor
It, nnd discovered tho wealth that lay
In the ground there, but It was Impossible of development then.
Mr. Cole has In his work gone after
a vein, the width of which was never
dreamed of until he opened It b.it
he read the geology of that section
like one would an open hook, nnd developed the ground accordingly.
When he tlrst commenced operations in that section, he erected buildings, and commenced by making comfortable quarters for those who were
to work on the property, and then
followed the work which has resulted
in the exposure of so much ore.

I have always considered had a preponderance of good qualities, should
enjoy such scenes as 1 understand
take place at Morencl, near your
little city, almost every week, or ns
often as wild badgers can be obtain-

A Full Line of Boys' Pants, All Styles, just Received

ed.

remained there over ninlit a shoit
time since and Just nfter dark I noticed a crowd gathering down in thU
g
open space In front of the hotel,
somewhat uneasy about the gathering of a crowd In a western town
I asked the cnusc of tho t xeitement.
I was told that it was a "badger
fight," and was further Informed that
a badger nnd a bull dog make a
terrible light. While I had no desire
to witness cruelly to animals, and
while I cannot understand that vein
of brutality that seems to remain In
the average human being from the
time of barbarism, 1 was persundJ
by the gentleman I was talking t J,
he also being a stranger to the community, to go down and see what they
were doing.
When we arrived I found the crowd
greatly excited, and there were sev
eral tights over bets, 1 believe, or
bets of greater or less amounts of
money were being made freely.
It
seems that they keep the bad(-- r In a
sort of dog house from which he has
to be drawn, for he will not come out
and light unless nttneked by the dog;
but when once they get together 1
am told that often both dog and badger are literally torn to pieces, and
it is frequent that both die. I abhor
brutality, and It really distresses me
to think that men who are otherwise
good, respectable
citizens, men "f
business and men of affairs, should
enjoy seeing two dumb brutes tortu'e
each other, even to death, in thl
manner. 1 endeavored to argue wit.i
two or three young men regarding
influence of bu mi
the degrading
scenes, but they would not listen, nnd
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
my
presence,
even
in
raised their
they cannot voices offering to bet money
by local applications.
on one
reach the diseased portion of the ear. or
poor
tho other of the
brutes.
There Is only one way to cure deafness,
side
of
on
the other
the crow I
Over
and that Is by constitutional remedies. -'
Denfness Is caused by an innamea conai- -' I saw a man with a white bull dog on
Kustlon of the mucous lining of the
la chair. The dog was struggling to
tachian Tube. When this tube Is Inflam- get at the place where the badger
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imper- was concealed,
and It seemed all tno
fect hearing, and when It Is entirely
Tho.e
closed. Deafness is the result, and un-- I man could do to hold him.
less the lntlammntion can be taken out was a crowd around the dog on 1
conand this tube restored to Its normal
several men were loud In their pro- dition, hearing will be destroyed forever; test that the dog had been chunged
by
nine ruses out of ten are caused
they made their bets and nth-- j
Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflam since
ers were loudly claiming that the
ed condition or the mucous surraces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for man selected to pull the badger out
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) for the tight had bets on the dog
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh winning. I never witnessed such m
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
excited crowd, and when I found 1
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
could do nothing towards stopping
Toledo, Ohio.
the fight I returned to the hotel beSold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa- fore the final selection was made ns
to who was to have the "honor" of
tion.
pulling the badger out from the place
where they kept him. It seemed that
The Answer Indirect.
you
you
as
feel
this particular net of brutality was
do when
"What do
though nothing would relieve your considered an "honor." A short time
after returning to the hotel I heard
mind hut a string of red-ha shout and supposed that either tho
?"
"My dear sir, I am an enthusiastic poor dog or badger had been torn
to pieces by its antagonist.
golf player."
I

M M ANDELL

lie-iu-

ore-beari-

Rut It really makes me ashnmeJ
fellow-meto think that such
affairs are carried on among civilize!
people nnd apparently
enjoyed bv
civilized men. We get very indignant
about the bull fights In Mexico In our
own country.
Yet communities, ot Iter wise law abiding nnd Justice-lovinwill allow such scenes as dog badger
lights to occur even within the shadow of their home fire lights. I
young men there and not a few
boys, and they nil seemed excited to
the pitch of frenzy.
Such scenes
might lie endured under
protest
g
In the
Blums of a great
cty or among barbarians, but In this
day and nge It is a blight on
any fair community, degrading t
your Intelligence, only serves as a
lesson In barbarism to your youth,
and should be abolished for the sake
of common decency.
"AN OBSEllVEK."
of my

saw-man-

ADAMS OF ADAMS
TEL ASSAULTS

HO-

U.

ALMANAC EVENTS.
17.
St. Patrick's Day.

March
March
March
March
tion.
March
March

Spring begins.
Palm Sunday.
Lady Pay; annuncia-

21.
24.
25.

Good Friday.

29
31

May 30

Easter Sunday.

Memorial Day of

mmA
Chumlicrlain's Colic,
Cholera
Dlnrrlioca Itemed.
This remedy has been in use tur
over thirty years and has proved Itself to be the most successful resa- edy yet discovered for bowel con- plaints. It never falls. Hold by all
druggists.

KILL the COUCH
AND

G. A. R.

CURE thk LUNGS

Dr. King's
flow Discovery
WITH

Itlieiiiniitlo Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Pain Halm relieves
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
nnd rest possible, which is nlone
worth many times Its cost. 11. F.
Crocker, Esq.. now St years of age,
and for twenty years Justica of the
peace at Martlnsburg, Iowa, says:
"I am terribly atllicted with sciatic
rheumatism
in my left arm and
light hip. I have used three
of
lies
Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
't did me lots of good." For sale
by all druggists.

0NSUMPTI0N

fohC

T

OUGHSani

Pr!e

60c

1.00

Free Trial.

OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

pnr, "Williams1 Indian PTfcr

mil
tun HI

'intiiient will cure Uliix).

ia

absorbM the tumorA,
b Pilcri.tlieit ltcbing
Mluys
at nncc.aetsy

us a poultice, e'vos inotnnl
lief. Dr. VVIlllamH'InrllnnPileOinfc

re-cl-i.t

Hotel.
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FirtE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
LOANS.

Au-rel- lo

'

Automatic Phone 4Sf.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building7

A. E. WALKER,

rme

INSURANCE.

COMING IX OUT OF THE COLD
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but It Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours Is lacking in any way, or if you are undecided what Is the best system to Install In a new house and need Information that Is trustworthy and val-

uable, let us know of your trouble.
Wo are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.

Standard Plumbing & Heating

Secretary Mutual Building AsnocMk-tlo- n.
Office at 217 West RallnNs

W. E,

The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver.
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger-Ofllcits North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquorand Cigars. Place your order fo
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8T.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kinds of

DENVER

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

through the fertile San Lull valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rate,
train aervlce, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
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mont lrrrarrU for Pile aud itch.
Ing of t tin prlvaio piirts.
Krery bos W
iiy arucgicts. ry mnil on
of nriiT. ;.) rents nnii H.oo. WiLLUIR?
a'NUFACTURING CI.. Props.. 'lc velana. Oiui
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN & ON.

Encounter Took Place In the
Lobby of Adams

ty

ZMMR HA

EVENTS

S. ATTORNEY

A
llstlo encounter took place here
tonight in the lobby of the Hotel
Adiims, In which the principals were
J. L. H. Alexander, United States attorney, nnd J. C. Adams, proprietor
of the hotel. In which Alexander received the worst of it, says a dispatch
from Phoenix, Ariz. The trouble between the two men arose out of a
discussion of the railroad legislation
now before the Arizona legislature.
The argument grew exceedingly warm
and a statement made by Alexander
that all of the members of the council could be Influenced by the railroads, and that they were nothing
, was
more than a lot of
resented by Adams, who snld that
not n man in the council could be
Influenced In such a manner. At this
Alexander placed Adams in the same
class, and as a result got knocked
down. Friends Interfered and both
men were kept separated but there
was considerable excitement over the
incident
Catarrh is usually worse ia Winter, because of the cold, damp and a while. around the hotel for quite
suddenly changing climate. Colds are contracted, and neglected and as the
NOTICE EOK PUBLICATION.
secretions from the different inflamed membranes are absorlied into the blood
The nostrils are
the unpleasant symptoms of the disease commence.
topped up and a constant dropping of mucous back into the throat keeps Department of the Interior, Land Office at Hanta Fe, New Mexico.
up a continual hawking and spitting. The patient has dull headaches,
Feb. 28, 1907.
ringing noises in the ears, and often slight fever and a depressed, half-sic- k
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
feeling accompaniesthedisea.se. The blood becomes so fully charged with Herrera. of Chilli!, N. M has tiled
his intention to make final
catarrhal matter that stv:iach troubles are brought on, the kidneys and notice of proof
in support
of his
bladder are affected, and k the blood is not purified of the poison the lungs claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
become diseased because of the constant passage of impure blood through
made December 31, 1901, for
them. Catarrh cannot be cured with washes, sprays, inhalations and such the the S1C4 SWVi and lot 5, Sec. 6.
NEVi NW14 nnd lots 1 and 2.
treatment j these cannot reach the poison-ladeblood where the real cause if and
8 N, Kunge 7 E,
Sec. 7,
located, and can only give temporary relief and thatTownship
said proof will be made beand comfort. A disease which affects the fore II. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Comentire blood supply as docs Catarrh, must missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
6, 1907.
be treated with a blood purifier.
S. S. S. April
He names the following witnesses
is the best remedy for Catarrh, which
to prove his continuous residence upto be a universal disease. It eoea to on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
,
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
rids the blood of
the bottom of the
PURELY VEGETABLE
Ignaclo Herrera, all of
the catarrhal matter, reinvigoratcs the cir- Chllill,HelN. and
M.
culation, and cures this disgusting disease permanently. When S. S. S. has
MANUEL P.. OTERO.
Register.
purified the blood every part of the system receives a supply of fresh,
There will be a regular meeting of
healthy blood ; then the inflamed membranes heal and every symptom of
o
Catarrh passes away. Write for our book containing information about
ROUGH DRY work don's have
Catarrh, and akk ior any medical advice you desire. No charge is made fot to Our
be washed over. Imperial Launitker.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA,
dry Co.
ot

COMING

Mek
Star

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
12
14
Cromwell Block,
Rooms
and
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1M.
INSURANCE.

Give ua your ROUGH DRY work.
and get it back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,

S.

1

FREIGHT At. EXT MII.I.ER
LEW ES SAM V I E
K. H. Miller, traveling freight agent
of the Santa Fe, has resigned to take
a position as assistant traffic manager of the Western States Portland
Cement company at Independence,
lie will leave Monday.
Mr. Miller has been with the Santa
Fe, for eleven years, for the past four
years in his present capacity. He was
for years employed in the office of
Agent Treleaven.
Division Freight
The new position is considered a much
bitter one from a financial point of
view, and Mr. Miller will also have
(he advantage of being able to stay
nt home instead of travel around. He
rtgreta to leave Chaiiule, and inuny
Chanute people share the regret. He
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its Location
HELEN' IS 31 XIILK.S SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M. AT THE JUNCTION' OF THE MAIN LINE OK
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THK EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. "isIM
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD fcO AND 7.

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK i i CRANK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING tlfi.OOO; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY l'O BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTEL. RESTAURANTS. ETC. EELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY tN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

TO BELEN, N.

W

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The

Bclen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of

Belen Townsitc

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
iOHN BECKER, Pies-

-

Im-

WM, M. BERGER, SeCy

KaoeoiotoootoeooototoiOf 5c
kooooooooooooo
A Raiiway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TUAIXS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MA IX LINE THROUGH TO BELEN', EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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aXBUQUERQUE

AGE RIGHT

oy who thought the city council was
nine strenuous on him nnd nts piny-ale- s

LOCAL, AND

In a pronnsed ordinance which.
enacted, would prohibit boys from
playing on the streets.
The Cltlsten
ould bo glad to accept short letters
om nny other vnung men who hav?
xpresslons to make on the proposed
ordinance.
The funeral of llev. J. W. T. Mc
Neil, which whs held from the First
Baptist church this afternoon,
was
lurgely attended. Hev. Krnest K.
Crawford nf the Christian church de
livered .the princpal address. Other
misters on the pulpit were llev. j.
W. Harron, Rev. Hugh A. Cooper and
uev. J. c. Ho llns. The remains will
ilaced aboard n train tonight nnd
hipped to Rockv Mount. Va.. where
they will be laid at rest In the family
burial grounds.

I

SAFETY IN OUR SHOES

weather foiuxast.

n. nvor M,ir. s. Partly cloudy to
night ami Saturday; colder In east
portion tonight.
A. O. Padlry

city.

Our shop must be good shoes for
we Rive another pnir for any that
prove otherwise.
How could we do
the growing business we lire doing
If we had to exchange new shoes for

d
ones very often? Our
safety lies Just where yours lies In
the goodness of our shoes.
So we are careful what we luy and
what we sell.
Men's l'ntt'iil Coll SIikk or Oxford- $:..v 10 l.oo
Men's Vlrl Kll SImm or Oxford-- . .
S2.23 lo :..V
Men's Colt Skins or Satin CnH SIMM'S!
$1.8.1 to $a.ro
Women's I'Blent KUI Shoe or Ox- $2.75 to $5.00
rortU
Women's Viol Kid Shoes or Oxfords
$1.65 to $3.50
Women's Strap Sandals nnd Slippers

second-han-

$1.10

and (iirl

$1.00 to $2.75

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated
0

$3.00

BRIG
HAM
Headquarters

C. N.
118-12-

to

S.

Packages, 250 and 16c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.
bucket,
41.00.

Richelieu Coffees

b.

--

1-

DOCTORS

T. T. MAYXARD

CO.

NEW

LEADING

MEXICO'S

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad venae

Co.

A

A Rarebit
to b propcrlyprepnrrd should bemnde
i:i a MHunir:;, liowmai) Cuafiug linh.
Atwava .eiv'.y, no worrying abutit tire.
S ::.p.y u ruat-.lt- ,
aud iu a lev minutes
tbc

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
hni produced s dainty tnoret to regale
yuitr guests. J e aute to are that your
UsU la
cliaflng
nf;.llrt with the

patented sitmleaalvory" tatm
c)cl f:ot mii loutut only in
Man-mu-

bowmau

& Co.

;,

thatiug Dialica.

ron bale

Co.
Wagnet
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co,

'

Fo0rth'andaRailroad Avenue

mm

I

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Demands, WatcLea, Jew sir, Cst i'Ihu, Clock
7oar trad tad guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

diiicriin

AVE
We Inrlte

Per Pair

Got

Towrv
OitKe Rui

Lindemann,

In Light Greys, Tans and Blacks

206 W. Oold Avenne

1900

per

block,

Prices $2.00 to $5.00

SS.K0

H. HAHN

nee.

The man's wife, who sat patiently
by his bedside for eight days, hoping
ml eagerly watching for some sign ot
onsclousness, returned to her home
Los Vegas Sunday without being
ble to make her husband know of
er prence. The trying hours upon
he patient wife, her long and con
stant vigil, the man's pitiable plight,
ml the absence of any positive evi
nce of recovery make the case one
f the most remarkable and one of
he most pathetic ever brought before
the physicians of this city
Dr Peurce, when interviewed
stated that the man would pos- Ibly recover, though the case is such
strange one that Its termination
annot be well predicted

CALL IN AND SEE THEM

CO.

SMPJJQM

HONEY

STERN

Tho Railroad Avenue Clothlor

lbs. Nice Extracted Honey for
$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque,
0

to-a- v.

5J

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

Rilesrchamilts

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
HARNESS

MACHINES

aoents ron
Harry Patchin. son of Dr. and Mrs.
G. Patchin of north High street,
dropped off train No. 10 this morning
and hobbled to the home or nts par
ents. in a physical condition not altO'
limped from
He
gether perfect.
sprained limbs and his body showed
tiie marks of many bruises.
Mr. i'utehin had the misfortune of
being a mail clerk on the Golden
State limited, which went In the ditch
at Tony. N. M., on the Kl Paso South
western last Wednesday night. He was
among four persons injured, none oi
them seriously. After the wreck tie
and the conductor, who also suffered
minor Injuries, were taken to F.I Paso
The
where he waa given a lay-of- f.
cause of the wreck, according to Mr.
Patchin, had not been reported up to
last night
30c DOZF.X,,

KGGS,

11AXCII
MAI.OY'S.

Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
Mnraa auu
anil Danaiff
rrm. luunsis
iuwvuiuiiwa
npaiis
nVr

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR HUNT Large store room, close
in $20; also nicely furnished four
location
room cottage: desirable
1

good
large work
A
horse with rubber tire runabout and
harness cheap. Call at 312 West
Lead avenue.
I'lXAN H.l)Ili;S, SMOKPJ) 11 Kit
KING. ItliO ATKKS AND ALL KINDS

FOll SALE

OK SALT AND CAN.NKD K1SI1
T11K MONAItCII GIUK'KUY CO.

.VI

Private board and rooms. 42
North Kleventh street.
T1IK IHGGKST 11AKGAIXS.
ever known in this city you will flm
nlon, 122 Nortl
at the fusil Buyers
Second street.
KIOWKU SKKDS AXD GAUDKX
SKKDS AT MALOY

S,

APPI.KS! APPLKS! ! APPLES! !
TWKLVE VAIUETIKS.
FRUIT HOUSE. 200 S. SKCOXD ST.
II K All 1H. CHAS. A. PAYNE'
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE "RAM
ltl.ES IX EUROPE." FIRST MKTI1
WEDNESDAY,
GDIs? CHURCH
13TII.

MARCH

o
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
wheat at S 1.40 per 100 lbs.

WMA(14

-

niuviiu

lio flrnfl C

uuuiia

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

at3 8West Leadnvenue.

Call

-

WHBTMEY COMPANY 8
0
Wholesale Distributors
00

AT

o
0
o
o
0
0
00
O

0

Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

;.

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

Vr-i- t
mtr..t
na,401,tie,403,nr.North
mouth rirt
rirmt mtromt

For T

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico

o
o
o
o
0o
0
0o
0o

SATURDAY 'S S PI :t' I A L SALE.

oyster crackers
15c
2T,c
glasses ot strained honey
25c
i i'ki:s of Lion colTee
2 can
25c
ot ile pears
40c
Gallon can of catsup o
(Sal jut; of Worcestershire sauce 90c
15c
Cream of Wheat
11c
Huckwheat Hour, per lkg
2
2

lb

cans of California plums
can of pork and beans..
pl'ss of Cold Wate
Starch
Horllck'v Malted Milk
Ayer's arsuparllla

2

12 Vic

Two

Win.

Till:

MAZE.

IOC

15c

75 c

"5c

KIEkE. Proprietor.

1

;HAIN.

LESS

CONM'ME

M

N

I'Ol I.TKV lllsEXSES AHE CAI SEO
ft IIY
l.(K OF I i KEEN ItATION. E
W. I

I

I:. tiOJ SOI

l'HONE.

ill

l'IKST STKEET

("IIAMIMON tiHOCEKY.
WE Alt 10 SELLlXi ALL Ol'H
FHl l l S AT 12 'i CENTS
A CAN.
STI1KTI.V FHESH KANCI1
F.;iS. .to CENTS A OOZEN. TIIE
t IIAMIMON (illOCKHV Ct.. COlt-AND TIJE1LVS
It SEVENTH
CAN NEU

A VEX I E.

for The Evening Citizen.

Suliscrilic

TICKETS

R.R.

AN3

Home Insurance the Best

25c
10c

MACHINE ( IT ALFALFA. I'OI'Ij- THY WILL NOT HE HEALTHY AN
1'itoi 1 iii i: wiTiioi T
.iu i:
FOOD. WHEN FEU ALFALFA THEY

m

Nardware

ISLAND WRECK

m

9

Between Railroad and Cepp.r Ave. , Tel. 74

ROCK

HOME FROM

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

PATCHIN LIMPS

HARRY

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Auoolatlon Off let
TnasaelloBt

E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con- vlctlon comes home with Increased force thnt a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the peorle of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

w

Cu.raali.it

Try a pair, Sold Only

ROSENFIEID'S,

by

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

&

ton
Ccrrillos

1

ft

SI. 75, $2.50,
$3.00 and $3.50

Learnard

-

The Best Trousers for

at Popular

Telescope Styles

$8.50
Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
$9.00
Anthracite mixed
Mystery deepens and wonderment Anthracite, store .and .furnace
creases with each passing day in the
$9.50
sizes
cast- of Curtis McCollum, of Las Ve Clean Gas Coke
$.00
gas, who lies at St. Joseph s hospital,
WOOD.
ncotisclous of a single thing around
..
per
load. .$3.85
Green Mill Wood,
him.
McCollum Is the man who was plck- &
up near the Santa Fe tracks nt
W.
uanee on February 23. the account
Both Phones.
f which was nublished In this paper
at the time. Unconscious when found.
ever
continuously
so
he has remained

i

Today
Prices

A Tremendous Stock Now In and More Arriving
Every Day, Showing Many Inportant Changes in
Styles and Colors, the Most Important being the New

Do It Today

PUZZLED;

querque Physicians.

'

Men on the Market

We Carry the Largest Stock

COAL

court
The case In the district
against Judge Heaeock has been dls
beJng,
stated
pensed with for the time
his attorney today, and Mr. Heaeock
has been given until March 18 to pay
alimony due his wife.
the
P. E. Giraldi, representing
American Tobacco company, and witn
headquarters In this city, return :d
this morning from a two weeks' trip
through the territory in the interests
of his trade.
O. I Kile, agent for the Santa Fe
at Grants, is spending the day in the
territorial metropolis on business and
pleasure. Grants is the headquarters
of the Toltec Lime company, one o
the largest lime burning concerns In
the southwest.
Dr. F. O. Patchin, of the Whiting
block. Is enjoying a visit from his
nephew. Dr. D. D. Nice, of. Bowen
111., who has stopped oft in the city
for the day. while en route home
from a pleasure trip to southern Call
fornla.
Immigration inspectors have ar
rested six Scotchmen and threo Span
iards at Clifton. Ariz., for going to
work for the Arizona Copper com
nany as contract
The
laborers.
Scotchmen are Euld to be otllclaU o
the company.
Mrs. Frank B. liigelow of Chicago
is stooping ut the Alvarado a few
days.
Mrs. Blgelow has been a fre
ciuent visitor in Albuquerque for sev
eral years, coming west each winter
to escape the rigorous lako winds that
fcweep Chicago.
As a result of Col. Ralph K. Twit
chell missing the train, which should
have brought him to Albuquerque
last night, the good roods meeting
scheduled to occur at the Commercla
club last night, did not take place,
The colonel wired Mayor McKee hi
regrets, and explained the reason of
his absence.
Lola Saunders, a colored woman
was tdeked ud by the police and re
manded to the city Jail until this
morning, when she was brought be
fore Judge Craig to answer a charge
of vagrancy.
'ihe woman pleaded
not guilty and her hearing was se
for 6 o'clock this evening, when the
night policeman, who picked her up
will be heard
Fire Chief Burtless returned lust
night from Toledo. Ohio, where h
went a week ago on the sad mission
of accompanying the remains of his
nephew, Clyde Alexander, who-iM
death occurred here last xveek.
Uurtless wus accompanied on hi
return by a cousin, Charles Burtless,
who conies with the expectation
buying sheep for feeding purposes,
After their meeting last night, the
ladles of Anona Council No. 1, of the
Iteirrue of I'ocohontas, gave tho He
Men a good time. Progressive high
five was played. Mrs. J. Motzenback
er won the ladles' prize and Mr. New
ton the gentlemen's pize. Miss K
la. Dragoie and Martin Ryan got the
prizes.
Itefieshmen
consolation
were served and all went home we
pleased.
On Tuesday of this week The liven
lug Citizen published a letter from

Ntw Siirts ficvi Earl & Wilson, Stf Them.

HATS!

.

HATS!

TODAY

Strangest Case Yet to Come
to Attention of AlbuGenuine American

led by Mrs. Byers.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NOIV

Established

.

GEO. W. HICKOX

HATS!

In the purchase of a Piano

WIFE BRIEVES

Peetz, an old friend from Chicago,
who arrived on delayed train No. i
yesterday.
The ladles of Temple Albert will
give a tea at the home of Mrs. bam-ue- l
Neustadt. Saturday afternoon,
Everybody
from 3 until 6 o'clock.
cordially invited,
H. E. Byers. proprietor of the Bclen
livery and feed stables, was in the
having his teeth
city yesterday,
mended. Mr. Hyers was accompan

can.

.

wtMfauT4..

I

We can tave you money

of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECOND HAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost.
STILL LIVES;
SEE US betore you buy

iVCOLLUM

of 112.
D. F. McGlll, the real estate agent,
Is enjoying a visit from J. Henry

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like it in the city. Try
2-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, lOo to 40c.

F. W. Karle nf t'hlongo Is

Bl-le-

premium,

with

the

The Whitney company has filedn
suits in the distrlot court against
Salter, John Hart and Frank Ack- erman.
Judge McClellan rendered a decislaw suit, giv
ion in the Showell-Star- r
ing the plaintiff, Showell, a Judgment

Capitol Coffee
b.

In

of duys.

for Coffee

tins, 85c.
I lb .Una. $1.00.

I
I

Is

a tourist
the city.
Uur flplt of Kansas City Is In the
city on business.
A. F. Witsel of (lalliip Is registered
at the Alvarado.
It. Itiigerman of Golden Is a business visitor In this rlty.
N. N. Compton of l,as Crures Is a
business visitor In the city.
D. K. Klllott of Las Vegas is trans
acting business in the idly today.
11. Stuikstede of Isleta was a busi
ness visitor in the city over night.
A. T. Wetzel of Gallup came In Itutl
night and will remain over the day.
Cnttle Inspector Walter O'Hrlen is
In the city from Watrous. N. M.
J. S. Svdnor of San Hernardino,
Cal., is registered at the Alvarado.
F. F. Moore of Kl Paso came in
last ilj?ht and will remain over the
day.
There will be service this evening
at 8 o'clock at the Lutheran church.
No services next Sunday.
George K. Kramer nnd W. O. Maker, railroad men from Kansas City,
are registered at the Craig.
Julius Itorbln, the well known In
dian trader, of Christmas, Is the gueU
of Albuquerque friends a few days.
Dr. G. W. Harrison and F. A.
returned to the city last night
from, a few days' visit to Santa Fe.
Charles Honnlng, engineer for lh
American Lumber company at Kett-ne- r,
N. M., Is in the city for a couple
In

Shoes for Hoy

of Hagan

FRIDAY, MARCH S, 1W7.

Believe Us

f

PERSONAL
RAILI?OAj)AVE.fr

EVENING CITIZEK.

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
kv1

COLOMBO
Admissloa

HALL DANCING SCHOOL
50c

Ltdies Free

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE,IN. M.

Si

